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7JEDICATION
v;ng spoken to all kinds of groups from
lo Texas and from New York to
.dornia, meeting Clemson Alumni and
friends of Clemson in every town and city,
Dr. Daniel has done as much or more than
any other'. man to make Clemson known
throughouf the nation.
Giving unselfishly of his time and energy
to Clemson and Clemson students as rr
counsellor, 1 teacher and friend he has endeared himself to all those who have known
him. To that cultured gentleman of South
Carolina u1s book is dedicated.

7J,1, 7J. W. 7Janiel
Dean of the School of Arts and Science
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TO THE FRESHMEN

Fellow Students:
It is our purpose in publishing the "Y"
handbook to make you more familiar with
Clemson-its scope ll'lld its traditions. After
carefully reading this little book, you will
know enough about your college to appreciate it more fully and you will better
understand what is expected of you here.
You will find that Clemson is run on a
non-partisan basis and what you accomplish
here will be the result of your own efforts,
be it little or great.
Let me encourage you to get the most out
of your four yea-rs here by using initiative
and doing your work well. If you will do
your best daily, when your college career at
Clemson is ended you can look back on it
with satisfaction and pride in a good job
well done.
Sincerely, THE EorTOR.

Bodiford Dry Cleaners
DRY CLEANING, PRESSING AND
ALTERATIONS

Call for and Delivery Servir. P

T. B. YOUKG, JR.
Editor-in -Chi ef
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COLLEGE CALENDAR
SESSION 1938-1939
Entrance Examinations, September 12 and 13.
Matriculation, new students, September 14.
First payment due Treasurer, new students,
September 14.
Matriculation, upperclassmen, Sept~mber 19.
First payment due Treasurer, upperclassmen,
September 19.
Registration, upperclassmen, September 20.
Second payment due Treasurer, all students,
November 24.
Thanksgiving Day (holiday)_ November 24.
Christmas holidays begin at 12 :00 noon,
December 21.
Christmas holidays end at 10 :00 P. M.,
January 3.
First Semester ends, February 4.
Third payment due Treasurer, all students,
February 6.
Registration, Second Semester, February 6.
Mid-Year Graduating Exercises, February 7.
Fourth payment due Treasurer, all students,
April 7.
Final College Examinations end, June 3.
Commencement Exercises begin, June 4.
Graduating Exercises, June 6.
The above schedule is subject to change
by the faculty.
The schedule for the 1939 summer school
will be announced in the summer school
catalog.

ALMA MATER
(A. C. Corcoran, '19)
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness,
Where the Tigers play;
Here tl]e sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme always.
Chorus

Dear old Clemson, we will triumph,
A ncl with a:11 our might,
That the Tiger's roar· may echo
O'er the mountain height.
,ve will dream of
For our past
And her sons have
Every foreign

greater conquests
is grand.
fought and conquered
Janel.

Where the mountains smile in grandeur
O'er the hill and dale,
Here the Tiger lair is nestling
Swept by storm and gale.
We a:re brothers strong in manhood
For we work and strive;
And our Alma Mater reigneth
Ever in our lives.
(When this song is played or sung at
student gatherings or on other occasions all
.will stand with heads uncovered.)

BOOK!

•
general
Information

'I'he C~lle:t~')
--'
;--J,)
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THIE ADMINISTRATION

BUILDING

The Administration Building is the landmark of the college. Its soaring tower and
clock rise well above their surroundings and
can be seen far away. At night the tower
lights are the first part of the college to be
seen on approaching it.
The building stands on the edge of Bowmam Field at the end of a driveway from the
highway. It has four stories and a basement.
The main floor contains the administrative
offices which include those of President, the
Registrar, the Commandant, the Business
Manager, and the Treasurer. In the basement
are the offices, classrooms, laboratories, and
storerooms of the physics depa:rtment.
The three other floors hold the office of
the Dean of General Science and almost a
score of classrooms in which are taught a
wide yariety of subjects including: English,
Math, Military Science, Modern Languages,
History, Government, Sociology, and Psychology.
The society hall on the second floor is the
meeting pla-ce of the Pal.metto and Calhoun
Literary Societies. In it is kept the Carnegie
Music Collection, which includes the finest
electric phonograph available and a collection of the world's best music.
At the north end of the building are the
patio and the chapel which has a capacity of
over 1,800.

If it's a nice watch, a diamond
or a gift in. silver for any
occasion, Try-

COCHRAN'S
ANDERSON

GREENWOOD

GENERAL INFORMA1'ION
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YOU ARE WELCOME!

l. To join the host of 15,743 who for fortyfour years have been crossing- the well-worn
threshold of this college.
2. To the helpfulness of your instructors.
Their calling in life is to help, instruct, and
to point the road to the temple of knowledge,
and to guide you along the way.
3. To the friendliness of your associates.
Lasting friendships are made in college. Such
are not based on rank, position, nor ancestry, but on kinship of ideals, ambitions,
and industry. "Birds of a feather flock together."
4. To the fellowship of learners. All in this
place are learners-both instructors and students. The Pierian Spring is deep and there
is no restriction on the quantity of the
draught nor its variety. Some will drink
deep, others will quaff lightly, but the
spring will still flow.
5. To the library, laboratory, classroom
and extra-curricular activities. This is a
little world in itself. The library will tell
you of the thoughts and deeds of the immortal men of the past. The la:boratory will
permit you to discover things for yourself
and view with microscopic eye an invisible
world. The classroom will guide and direct
and test the mental discipline you are seeking. The social activities will measure yoUI'
ability to adjust yourself to your community and to get a:long with other people.
6. To all the opportunities offered by a
college to an aspiring young mind. However, it will depend upon yourself. Alexander the Great did not absorb the philosophy of Aristotle and Aaron Burr did
not absorb the spirit of Jonathan Edwards
nor of P1'inceton College. It is up to you
to choose what you will make of yourself.
The power of choice is within your grasp.
May your good judgment preva:il.
E. W. SIKES, President.

GENERAL INFORMATION

DR. E. W. SIKES
President, Clemson College
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KEY TO CAMPUS MAP

Main Building, M.
Y. M. C. A. Bldg., Y.
Old Textile Bldg., T.
First Barracks, 1B.
Second Barracks, 2B.
Third Barracks, 3B.
Fourth Barracks, 4-B.
Power House, P.H.
Laundry, La:.
Field House, F.
Calhoun Mansion,
C.M.
Riggs Hall
(Engineering), E.
Shops, S.H.
Chemistry Bldg., C.
Printing Shop_ P.R.
Dairy Bldg., D.
Library, Li.
Long Hall
(Agriculture), A.
Hospital, H.
Hotel, HO.
Hotel Annex, AN.
Sheep Barn, S.
Cemetery Hill, C.H.
Horticulture
Grounds, H.G.
Methodist Church,
M.C.
Episcopal Church,
E.C.
Baptist Church, B.C.
Presbyterian Church,
P.C.
Catholic Church, C.C.
Sloan's Bldg., N.
Clinksca-les Bldg._ I.
L. C. Martin Drug
Co., R.
Masonic Bldg., G.
Keller's Bldg., K.

Farm Machinery
Building, F.l\l.
Post Office. P.O.
Abbott, M. A., 91.
Anderson, F. C., 6.
Anderson, G. W., llO
Anderson, R. L., 153.
Anderson, W. L., 50.
Armstrong, G. M.,
131.
Arndt, C. H., 75.
Asbill, C. M., 31.
Aull, G. H., 10.
Aull, W. B., 139.
Burnett, D. E., 11.
Bell, M. C., 4.
Dlair, W. G~ 66.
Booker, L. it., 25.
Bradley, M. E., 129.
Brearley, H. C.. 150.
Brown, A. J., 80.
Boggs, H. B. 90.
Brown, H. M., -.
Bryan, A. B., l 41.
Burley, B. B., 40.
Berly, J. A., 18.
Calhoun, F. H. H.,
101.

Calhoun, Miss Ida,
4.

Carey, J. R., 136.
Carodemus, Peter,
52.

Calkins, E. W. S.,

72.

Chambers, H. 0., 28.
Chambers, J. B., I 4.
Clark, E. L., - .
Clark, 0. M., 61.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Clinkscales, F. H.,
22.

Cochra:n, H. D .. 147.
Coker, E. C., Ho.
Collings, G. H., 78.
Cook, J. M., 12.
Cook, E. W., 134.
Coope1·, H. P., 127.
Cooper, J. R., 6i.
Crondall, W. S., 106.
Crouch, S. J. L., 36.
Crowther, J. I., 20.
Curtis, D. D., 144.
Campbell, 60.
Cartwright, 0. L.,
65.

Daniel, D. W., 111.
Davis, J. W., 71.
Dumas, A. H., 32.
Dunavan, David, 147.
Dean, Myrtle, H.
Earle, Antoinette,
120.

Earle, S. B., l 35.
Enton, R. K., 119.
Edmond, J. B., 135.
Edwards, G. H., 132.
Elmore, E. B., 152.
Epting, C. L., Ho.
Evans, S. W., 5.
Felay, R. 0.~ 130.
Fernow, B. is., 124.
Freeman, E. J ., 142.
Fulmer, H. L., 70.
Field, G. W., 86.
FitzPatrick, T. K., 7.
Ferrier, W. T., 25.
Gage, Gaston, 155.
Gammon, J. P., 69.
Gasque, Miss Eva, 3.
Garrison, P. J., 8.
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Gee, R. E., AN.
Goodman, H. C., Jr.
90.

Glenn, H. E., 79.
Godfrey, W. E., HO.
Goode, Rev. J. K.,

35.

Gooding, P. H., 151.
Godley, E. G., - .
Goodman, Carrie R.,
85.

Goodman, J. S., 49.
Gordon, B. E., 170.
Graham, Carmelia,
143.

Gray, N. N., Y.
Gray, W. H., 48.
Goodale, B. E., 117.
Gates, J. E., 7.
Glascock, J. M., H.
Hall, C. M., 110.
Ha:rcombe, J. D.,

158.

Harris, D. N., 76.
Helton, K. R., - .
Hendricks, J. C., - .
Henry, N. H., Ho.
Henry, Mrs. D. H.,

17.

Hewer, Joseph, 45.
Hodge, W. F. D., Ho.
Hodges, B. H., Y.
Holmes, A. G., 149.
Howard, Frank, 98.
Hawkins, B. S., 45.
Huckabee, M. L., 143.
Huff, L. D., 51.
Hunter, H. L., 143.
Hunter, J. E., 138.
Holtzendorff, P. B.,
19.

Hudgens, Lucia., Ho.
Jones, R. H., Ho.
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Jones, R. M., 147.
Jones, J. C., Y.
Johnstone, Brantley,
Ho.
Julian, Irene, H.
Keller, J. L., 26
Killenger, G. B., - .
Kinard, F. M., 63.
Klugh, W. W., 108.
LaGrone, J. W., A '·
LaMaster, J. P., 140.
Lane, J. D., llH.
Lee, R . E., Ho.
Lewis, I. D., 101.
Lindsay, Joseph, 65.
Lippincott, W. L.,
Ho.
Lipscomb, R . W., 50.
Littlejohn, J. C., 103.
Lucas, J. P., Jr., 150.
Long, Mrs. W. W.,
116.

Lindsay, J. G., 159.
MacLachlon, J. D.,

29.

McCollum, P. S., 102.
McGinty, R . A., 126.
McHugh, J. H., 44.
McHugh, Mrs. L . I.,
38

Marshall, J. L., 1 65.
Ma:rtin, Mrs. J. W.,
43.

Martin, S. M., 109.
Meiburg, A., 2.
Milford, L. D., Dr.,

04.

Mills, W. H., 120.
Mitchell, J. H., 105.
Monroe, J. B., 24.
Morgan, T. W., 53.

Morrison, Mrs. W. S.,

:ll.

Musser, A. M., 137.
Metz, G. E., 115.
Mitchell, Gladys, H.
Mattison, Mary
Frances, 40.
Neely, Jess, 128.
Nettles, W . C., 151.
Newman Apts. 7.
Newman, C. C., Sr.,
21.

Newman, C. C., Jr.,
7.
Nusbaum, C. J ., 143.
Nutt, G. B., - .
Paden, W. R., 77.
Patrick, C. S., 133.
Pallarcl, F. H., 124.
Rice, M. A., Ho.
H.i~rose, R. C., 88.
Rhodes, S. K., 114.
Ritchie, R. R., AN.
Roark, R. R., 43.
Robertson, B. F., 41.
Roderick, D. B., 89.
Rosenloneus, D. B.,
163.

Sams, J. H., 15.
Schilletter, A. E., 1.
Shonklin, A. G., 104.
Shonklin,
Miss Virginia, 124.
Sharp, F. A., 166.
Sheldon, D. C., 48.
Shenk, D. H., 146.
Sherman, F., 100.
Sherman, Joe, 54.
Shigley, J. E., 77.
Stevenson, M. B.,
12,1.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Shiver, Mrs. R. C., 4.
Sikes, E. W ., 123.
Sloan, A. H., 30.
Sloan, Jack, 57.
Sloan, Miss Jean B.,
99.

Sloan, W. P., 58.
Starkey, L. V., 33 .
Stevenson, J. A., 9.
Stribling, B. H., 84.
Smith, Bob, 81.
Slone, H. E., 33.

Tarront W. E., 83.
Taylor, ·R., 123.
Telephone Exchange,
154.
Tingley, F. T., 157.
Turner, E. C., 61.
Trawick, B. B., Ho.
Todd, J. N., 90.
Veale, Donald E., 23.
Wallace, I. E., 37.
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Waltham, R. F., 47.
Ward, J. E., 10.
Ware, R. E., AN.
Washington, W. H.,
122.

Watkins, D. W., 125.
Watson, D. J., 112.
Weeks, Col. C. W.,
107

Wertz, Mrs. W. B.,

40.

,vhitten, R. A., 82.
Wigington, J. 1'.,
51
Williams, B. 0., 73.
,Villis. H. H., 162.
Wilkinson, H. J .,
164.
Wise, G., 77.
Woodward, J. H.,
121.

White, H. A., 67.
Wooten, J. D., 42.
White, T. A., 53.
Walker, C. R., 103.
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JOE SHERMAN
College Publicity

Director

Portraits PHOTOGRAPHY Commercial
Snap Shot Service-Enlarging
Copying-Gifts
Greeting Cards-Framing

WALLACE STUDIO
Richard Castleberry, Jr.

Anderson

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG CO.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
The Official College
Book and Supply Store

Shaeffer and Parker Pens
College Jewelry
Stationery and Novelties

Modern Soda Fountain
with Sandwiches
Drinks, Cakes,
Cigars and Tobacco
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LOCATION

Clemson Agricultural and Mechanical College is in northwestern South Carolina! at;
Clemson, lying in the foothills of the Blue
Ridge Mountains of northern Oconee County.
Crossing the camp1LB, State highways 13 and
24 link the school to the nearby towns of
Greenville and Anderson . At Calhoun, a mile
away, is the Southern Railroad depot; the
Blue Ridge Railroad makes connections at
Pendleton four miles away. Frequent bus
service lends its part in making the college
easily accessible.

Haynes Motor Co.
OLDSMOBILE-CADILLAC
DEALER

The Home of Better Used Cars

P hone 143
120 W. Orr St.
Anderson, S. C.
We Buy, Sell, Refinance Used Cars

,.
GENERAL INFORMATION
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BRIEF HISTORY

In 1889, the General Assembly of South
Carolina nccepted the bequest of Thomas G.
Clemson. This beques t set aside the bulk of
the Clemson estate for the founding of a
scientific and technical college. The institution was also established under the Morrill
Land Grant Act passed h)' the National Congress in 1862. Clemson College, therefore, is
the Agricultural and Mechanical College of
South Carolina and is a member of the
national system of Land Grant Colleges and
Universities.
To quote the Clemson will in part:
" . . . The desire to esta:blish such a
school or college as I have provided for in
my said last will and testament, has existed
with me for many years past, and many
years ago I determined to devote the bulk
of my property to the establishment of a'll
Agricultural School or College. To accomplish
this purpose ,i,s now the one great desire of
my hfe . . . .
Clemson's will provided for the location of
the college, a bequest of a large sum of
money, which considering the purchasing
power at the time, probably has been only a
few times exceeded in a public benefaction in
South Carolina, and for a board of trustees
of seven members.
The College was formally opened in July,
1893, with an enrollment of 446 students. The
first graduating exercises were held in December, 1896, with a graduating class numbering thirty-seven.

24
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CAMPUS

The Campus itself is part of the plantation
of South Carolina's famous statesman, John
C. Calhoun. His home, Fort Hill Mansion, still
stands a glorious monument to him.
Criss-crossi~ the two hundred odd acres or
the campus, countless drives and walks connect the buildings and beauty spots. To the
west of the highway is a huge lawn, Bowman
Field, that swoops majestically up to the administration building. It is here that parades
are held by the corps.
To the north and west lie the Blue Ridge
Mountains in their splendor. In the spring
and summer the view of the mountains in the
beautiful sunsets so often seen here adds
much to the campus's reputation for beauty.

Crane Chevrolet
Company
CHEVROLET AND
OLDSMOBILE
Sales and Service
Easley, South Carolina
See JIMMIE STEWART, Salesman
Telephone 142

THE
SOUTH CAROLINA
NATIONAL BANK

Anderson, S. C.
Seneca, S. C.

Member of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation
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FORT HILL

Lying in the heart of the campus is Fort
Hill, the home of John C. Calhoun and his
son-in-law, Thomas G. Clemson. The home
has been restored and is a shrine to the
family that founded the school.
The mansion is loca1:ed just to the south
of the barracks. The building was erected in
1807 by Professor James McElhenny and
was then called "Clergy Hall." John C. Cal·
houn acquired the house in 1826 and ren~med
it "Fort Hill." He and his wife occupied the
house until their deaths, at which time it
passed into the ha nds of Thomas G. Clemson
who had married the daughter of John C. Calhoun.
The mansion is being restored and most
of the rooms are again furnished in the
manner of the days of John C. Calhoun. Much
of the furniture is the original furniture of
the house, amd many other interesting relics,
formerly property of the Calhouns and Clemsons, are preserved in the mansion where
hundreds of visitors view them yearly.
A descendant of John C. Calhoun is in
charge of the old home and shows guests
through during visiting hours.
In the spring of 1930 a pageant of ten episodes and of more thirn eight hundred characters was staged in honor of the old home
and the proceeds were used in further beautifying it.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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DIRECTORY OF COLLEGE OFFICERS

President .................... Dr. E. W. Sikes
Commandant. ........ Col. Charles W. Weeks
PMS & T ............ Col. Charles W. Weeks
Registrar .......................... G. E. Metz
Treasurer ........................ S. W. EYans
Business Manager ............. J. C. Littlejohn
Chairman of Board of Trustees, W.W. Bradley
Deans of Schools

School
School
School
School
School
School

of
of
of
of
of
of

Agriculture ....... Dr. H. P. Cooper
Chemistry .... Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun
General Science .. Dr. D. W. Daniel
Engineering ........ Dr. S. B. Earle
Vocational Ed ... W. H. Washington
Textiles ............... H. H. Willis
Pastors of Churches

Baptist. .................... Rev. J. K. Goode
Methodist. .............. Rev. H. 0. Chambers
Presbyterian ............ Rev. S. J. L. Crouch
Episcopalian ................ Rev. D. J. Ve:rle
Catholic ..................... H. L. Spiesman
01 her Otfice,·s

J.<:xtension .................... D. W. Watkins
l .ibrarian .............. Miss Cornelia Graham
Hospital ................. Dr. Lee W. Milford
Mess Officer ................. J. D. Harcombe

GENERAL INFORMATION
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DEPARTMENTAL HEADS
Agronomy ...................... H. P. Cooper
Agricultural Economics ........... G. H. Aull
Animal Husbandry ............ L. V. Starkey
Architecture ....................... R. E. Lee
Chemistry .•............... F. H. H. Calhoun
Civil Engineering ............... E. L. Clarke
Dairy ....................... . J. P. Lamaster
gconomi<·s and c:overnrnent. .J. E. Ward, Jr.
Electricu I E11gi11ccri11g ......... S. R. Rhodes
l•:nglish ........................ D. W. Daniel
c:eology and Mineralogy .... F. H. H. Calhoun
I Ii story ........................ A. G. Holmes
llorticulture ................... A. M. Musser
Mathematics ................... S. M. Martin
M<'chanical Engineering ........... S. B. Earle
Military Science ........... Col. C. W. Weeks
Modern Languages .............. 0. P. Rhyne
Physics ....................... W. E. Godfrey
Poultry Husbandry ............ C. L. Morgan
Religion ........•............ S. J. L. Crouch
Sociology and Psychology ..... H. C. Brearley
Textile Chemistry ................. J. Lindsay
Veterinary Science ................ Dr. Feeley
Vocational Education ..... W. H. Washington
Weaving and Designing ...... A. E. McKenna
Yarn Manufacturing ............ R. K. Eaton
Zoology and Entomology ......... F. Sherman
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J. 0. SWEENEY
President, Senior Class
SENIOR

DISCIPLINARY

COUNCIL

The Senior Disciplimrry Council is a nonmilitary student governing body. It has di rect charge of student relationship and is empowered to recommend a student's dismissal.
The officers of the senior class and delegates
(usually seven) chosen by vote by the senior
class comprise the council. The senior class
president is chairman of the Senior Council.

GENERAL INFORMAT'ION
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Brigade Colonel. ................. J. S. Baskin
Brigade Executive (Lt. Col.) .. . R. B. FJckling
Regimental Colonels ........ H. U. Bookhart
F. Hughes
Regimental Executives (Lt. Cols.) ..... F. W.
Durham. T. R. Bainbridge
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS

President ..................... J. 0. Sweeney
Vice-President ................. W. W. Magee
Secretary-Treasurer ......... J. F. Brailsford
Historian ..... ......... . ........ B. 0. Cantey
PUBLICATIONS

Editor-in-Chief, Tiger ........ . F. W. Durham
Associate Editor ... ........... . T. O. Lawton
Editor-in-Chief Taps ....... .... . . V. M. Shell
llusiness Manager Taps ........ W. L. Lafaye
President Y. M. C. A ....... D. M. Hutchinson

G. F. TOLLY AND SON
Funeral Directors
Furniture
Anderson, S. C.
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THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Keeping the alumni in touch with ea·ch
other and with 1J1e college is the job of the
Clemson Alumni Association, which is made
up of graduates and former students of
Clemson. The Association maintains an of
flee on the campus, in which are kept records of the current and past activities and
addresses of ea:ch graduate or former student.
Local chapters in principal towns in
South Carolina ,rnd larger cities of the
nation assist in keeping the alumni together. These are assisted through the Clemson office.
Annual meetings of the Association arc
held at Clemson during U1e commencement
week in June. Officers are elected a.t this time
and class reunions are conducted at varfou.s
places on the campus. Officers of the Alumni
Association for 1938-'39 are: President, W.
L. Ballentine; first vice-president, B. B.
Bleckley; second vice-president, ·william Elliott, and secretary-treasurer, J. H. Woodward.
In recent years an Alumni Orga11iz<ttion
entitled "The Iptay," has been formed, and
now contnins over one hundred and sixty
members. It is a secret order, and although members are selected, the group is
large enough to contri b11te fa,v orably to
the welfare of the College.

Our fifteen years' service has
been made possible through
the patronage of this
college and its
Alumni

WE THANK YOU!

THE
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
W. G.

KING,

President

Phones 4780 and 4781
Greenville, S. C.
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THE LIBRARY BUILDING

The Library Building, one of the first buildings seen upon entering the campus, is conspicuous by its white columns. It is situated
at the foot of the driveway leading from the
highway to the Administration Building and
campus proper.
The library houses about twenty thousand
volumes and ten thousand public documents
and government publications. The library
subscribes to most of the important periodicals and newspapers.
The balcony overlooking the reading room
is a museum of Clemson's history.
Each freshman is taken to the library and
shown how to draw books. He is given a
card and his failure to use it is his own
fault. While many of the schools have their
own !ibra:ries of technical literature the college library is an ever-ready source of information.
The wise student soon makes the library
an integral part of his cycle of a-ctivities.

Bob's Service Station
AMOCO GAS AND OIL
Day Phone 78-J
Night 107-W
Your Business Appreciated
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AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS

Long Hall, the Agricultural Building, completed a little over a year ago, is one of
the newest buildings on the campus. The
"Ag" Building, as it is affectionately called,
is of fireproof construction and was planned
to meet the ever growing needs of the "Ag"
department. The building, which consists of
three floors and a basement, was constructed
by the WPA at a cost of 400,000.00. In shape
it resembles a large U, the butt toward the
street and the library just across the street.
Dr. W. W. Long, for whom the building is
nmned, was for many years director of the
extension service.
The first floor includes the offices of the
Extension Department and the professors. In
the classrooms of the second and third floors
are taught courses of which bacteriology,
botany, horticulture, entomology, and agronomy arc representative. The third floor also
includes a spacious auditorium.
DAIRY BUILDING

In rear of the Library and to the Agricultural Building's left is the Dairy Building.
The basement is one of the most popular
places in the campus, for tl)ere college-made
ice cream is sold. Other products of the
creamery department are: Butter, cheese,
cream, milk and buttermilk. The labs located
in the ba'Sement are used to test dairy products.
EDUCATIONAL

Directly behind the Agricultural Building is
the Vocational Educational School's new home.
Clemson is one of the few colleges in the
United States which has a separate building
for its teacher-training program1. In this new
building which has been occupied but a year,
provisions have been made for offices of the
dean, heads of the various departments and
their assistants, an industrial l.rboratory, and
adequate classrooms.
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THE ENGINEERING BUILDING

Riggs Hall. the Engineering Building, or
the "Engine House", as it is variously called,
stands at the end of a long walk almost due
south of the administration building. The
building is named after a former president of
the college.
This building, like the "Ag." Building, is
U-shaped and is situated with the butt of the
U on the street. In the basement and subbasement are the labs: Steam, hydraulics,
cement, and so forth. The first 11001· bouses
the electricity lab, classrooms, the departmental library, and several offices. The second
floor are the drawing classrooms a:nd on the
third floor the architectual department holds
sway. The thi1d floor also contains an auditorium.
The Engineer in g Building is a rnlatively
new building and comfortably houses the energetic school of engineering.
In a separate building in the rear of the
"Engine House" is located the Shop Building,
which is divided into three parts: The wood
shop, the forge and foundry, and the m:ichine shops. In addition to these shops the
building contains severnl classrooms.
In the spring of the second semester of
the past term the schools of architecture and
engineering put on their bi-annual exihibition,
Architectura[.gngineering Day, which drew
a crowd of several 1housand visitors. These
were not only demonstrations of studentwork, but also demonstrations of commercial
products of interest.

Duckett Funeral Home
Central, S. C.
RELIABLE SERVICE
Class '18
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TEXTILE BUILDINGS

The old Textile Building is situated between
barracks and the Y. M. C. A. It consists of
two floors, a basement, and a government
lnhorato~y addition on the rear. This building's cornerstone was laid in 1898. The
building itself was designed to look like a
textile mill.
The first floor contirins the Government Textile Extension offices, the carding and spinning room , and several classrooms.
On the second floor are the weaving department, laboratories, and more classrooms.
The basement contains the Textile Chemistry
Department, its labs and classrooms.
During 1935-1936 one of the two cotton
government cotton-testing la:boratories in the
country was located to the rear of the
building. This laboratory contains the most
modern tesling apparatus.
This building was inadequate to cope
a. huge new building now stands to the west
al? of the newer buildings, on the campus, is
U-shaped, but the court, not the butt, faces
the street. The new building i modern in
all respects and is the largest on the campus.
FIE L D HOUSE

To the west of the main group of buildings
is the Field House. In it the college's dances
are held. Weeks of bard work transform it
Into a hall of very great beauty.
The building was built in the general shape
of al U. One arm of the U (the eastern), is
larger. The arms of the U are gyms and
dressing rooms. The butt was planned for
offices but is unfinished. In the large gym are
collapsible bleachers, which are put up to
accommodate the large crowds who attend
the basketball games and boxing matches
held there.
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THE BARRACKS
The Barracks are in four units. The three
largest there are known as first, second, and
third barracks in the order that they were
built. The four new barracks to the northwest of these three are known as "New
Barracks", having been occupied only a
year and :r half. They were constructed by
PW A at a cost of $400,000.00. The temporary
barracks, resting in the rectangle bounded
on one side by a wing of first barracks, on
another by second barracks, on a third by
third barracks, and on the fourth by the
power house, is known as the "BaTn." This
pair of parallel and connected buildings Is
occupied as a rule by the football team.
The barracks aTe divided into "halls" for
military purposes, each "hall" being under
the supervision of the company commander.
The guard room is in first barracks. In it
a guard is stationed twenty-four hours of the
day to deliver messages, to direct military
activities, etc.
The dining halls are located under the first
hall and north wing of first barracks, and
are connected to the kitchen which lies between the wings of the banacks. All students
Jiving in barracks eat in the mess hall.
The offices of Taps and the Tiger, the college annual and weekly newspaper respectively, are in first barracks. Other things, found
in barracks include: Club rooms, a firing
range, the b:rnd room, and dressing rooms
for visiting athletic teams.
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THE CHEMISTRY BUILDING

The Chemistry Unit Is composed of three
connected parts. The group is located on the
street connecting the Engineering and Administration Buildings.
The oldest unit, which was erected in 1890,
contains the office of the Dean of the
Chemistry Department, the offices of several
of the professors, lecture rooms and lruboratories and the office and laboratory of the
Fertilizer Analysis Department of the South
Carolina Fertilizer Board. In the fertilizer
laboratory samples are taken of fertilizer
that is to be used in the state for testing
and approval.
The other unit, built in 1900, contains for
the most part, laboratories for students.
There are also several lecture rooms and
professor's offices. In the basement of this
unit are housed supplies, etc., for the
Chemistry Department, while another basement contains laboratories for agricultura:l
chemistry students.
The third unit, built about a year ago provides more laboratory space, more cla!srooms, and offices for several professors. The
annex, as it is called, is two stories high.

Mayfair Grill
Anderson's Most Modern
Restaurant
Make this your headquarters
Anderson, S. C.

USE

Selig's Quality
Products
Disinfectants
Insecticides
Liquid Toilet Soap
Liquid Scrub Soap
Floor Waxes and Polishes

THE SELIG CO.
ATLANTA
Manufacturers
"In Your Service Since 1896"

COLLEGE AND
HIGH SCHOOL
ANNUAL PRINTERS
STATIONERY
OFFICE SUPPLIES

The
R.

L. Bryan Company
Columbia, S. C.
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BOTTLED

Clean

Pure

Refreshing

It HAD to be good to
get where it is

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO
Anderson, S. C.
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TO THE FRESHMEN

WELCOME! As a ne,..-comer, as a student,
as a member of the Cadet corps, as a future
graduate, and as a leader of tomorrow, welcome to Clemson.
A freshman at Clemson, you have lying
before you unlimited golden opportunities,
the true value of which you cannot realize;
and as to where they will lead, even you do
not know.
At your command is the knowledge of
centnries, discovered. formulated, gleaned,
condensed, and put into a:ssimilative form
for your digestion. rt is your invaluable privilege to be one of the few who may spend
four years studying, training, and broadening yourself at an American college.
At Clemson you will find many warm
friends among the faculty, the college officers, your fellow students, the Y. M. C. A.,
the religious orga'Diza.tions, and the churches,
who a.re anxious to help you take advantage
of your youth and the chances with which
you a.re surrounded--cha.nces to make a success of your college days, to be ha.ppy, and
to build a firm foundation for your later life.
Though it may seem to you that among
over 700 others your problems can't possibly
concern anyone but yourself, those around
you who have been through the mill, and
who have helped others through it, realize
only too fully even the most intimate problems of a. Clemson rat, and they are willing amd eager to help you adjust yourself
to the completely changed life into which you
have been so suddenly thrust. Don't hesitate
to go to them for advice.
A great many factors may have influenced
your choice of Clemson as tl1e school in which
you prefer to continue your studies, but cer-
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tainly her enviable reputation and the reputation of her sons played an important part
in your decision. Without you and your followers, the tireless efforts of those who have
strived to build our record a.nd to pass on
a worthwhile heritage would soon be forgotten, and within a short time the name of
Clemson would be vaguely recalled by only a
few. You have H.t your fingertips and for
your use a plant worth millions of dollars,
and an able faculty anxious to guide you.
But this is not Clemson. Clemson is you, and
what you make it.
You have been suddenly placed on your
own. As the years go by be able to saiy that
you have managed your life wisely, thltt you
have made the proper decisions in your
daily problems, and that you can be proud
of the enviable record you have made.
Someone has given the following definition
of education:
1. The power to discriminate among relative values.
2. A profound appreciation of and reverence for superior values.
3. A fervent spirit of sincere and honest
doubt.
·
You have come to college, not to get an
education, but to learn how to get an education. Last year's frosh class set a precedent by putting on aJ freshman play. They
have made a step forward in Clemson's history that may well become a tradition.
Your slate is clean, your iron is hot, and
your tools are new. Shape of yourself a
strong link in civilization; a true son of
Clemson.
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SOME TIPS

You hmre come to Clemson to work. If
you do not you won't want to stay, and you
won't; if you do, you will grow with the
college.
Studies come first. After that there is
time for the desirable broadening of extra,.
curricular activity. Athletics build strong
bodies. Clemson bas varsity and freshman
teams in every major sport. The "Y" offers intra-mural contests. If you wish to
sing, the glee club is open to you. For your
use the library is open all day and every
night. Visit the "Y" with its extensive scope
of activity and abundant facilities for wholesome and enjoyable recreation. And there are
many interesting and historical spots within
walking distance on and near the campus.
Below are listed al few pointers which may
help you to live a happier and more abundant life at Clemson:
1. Write home often.
2. Carry on the traditions of the college.
8. Be courteous-it pays a good dividend.
4. Learn to be helpful to others.
5. Try to be considerate.
6. Be clean.
7. Spea.k correctly; use clean speech in
conversation.
8. Cultivate a happy disposition and a good
sense of humor.
D. Cultivate learning to be a good sport.
1o. Protect your health.
11. Be appreciative.
12. Be self-dependent, but not too independent.
13. Study throughout the semester so you
won't have to cram for exams.
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14. Keep an expenruture budget; learn the
value of a dollaT.
15. Acquire habits of regularity and tern•
perance.
16. Choose the right type of friends. "A
man is judged by the company he keeps."
17. Be honest, congeni al, and willing to
learn.
18. Be willing to spend some non-scheduled
time on the campus.
19. Think and work; these keys will open
unto you success.
20. Be a gentleman-the highest calling of
man.

Pearce-Young-Angel
Company
WHOLESALE

Fruits and Produce
Modern Cold Storage
DISTRIBUTORS OF
BUDWEISER BEER

Phones 886 and 887
Greenville, S. C.
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UNWRITTEN LAWS AT CLEMSON

A Clemson man :
1. Speaks to every Cadet and every professor at every opportunity.
2. Leaves the door open while in a room
where the occupants are out.
3. Leaves a note when be borrows something from another's room.
4. Never makes rude. insulting, or uncalled-for remarks at girls passing barracks,
aind stays away from the windows when not
fully dressed.
5. Learns the college songs and yells as
soon as possible.
6. Thanks the driver who has given him a
"lift," and offers to help the driver if he
has trouble while the Cadet is with him.
7. Dresses neatly, and is a gentleman at
all times, in uniform or out.
8. Never "razzes" a referee or umpire.
9. Keeps quiet during inter-collegiate boxing bouts.
1o. Keeps silence when in the hospital and
library.
11. Pays his debts.
12. Respects the principles and regulations
of the college.
13. Cornes to attention and holds the salute
while the "Star Spangled Banner" or "To
The Colors" is being played, if in uniform,
or if in civilian dress, uncovers and stands
at attention .
14. Respects the rights of others in the
theatre by not talking and laughing at the
wrong time.

15. Is always honest in the classroom, regardless of what he may see others doing.
16. Realizes that someone is making a
sacrifice to give him tbe opportunity to be
at Clemson, a'Ild consequently makes use of
his time to the best advantage by conscientious work, whether it be in study or leisure;
he both plays and works hard.

Clemson Grill
"A Better Place to Eat"
Reasonable Prices
Cleanliness
Courtesy
Service

Sullivan Hardware Coo
General Hardware, Farming Implements, Plumbing Supplies, Mill Supplies, Builders' Hardware, Athletic
Supplies, Stoves and Ranges, Household Supplies, Paint, Electrical Equipment, Lighting Fixtures.
We solicit your patronage and assure
you of our appreciation of the smallest
purchase.
Anderson, Belton, Greenville, Greer,
Spartanburg

r
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PERSO NNEL RECORD
There is a report kept in Registrar's office
quite different from that of your grade record. This is known as the personnel record and includes those traits which do not
always show on the class card. This record
is compiled from reports from the professors in the classroom and the administrative officials of the college. When
an employer comes to look for a man for
a particular job, ofttimes he is more interested in this record than in the grades
a ma·n has made.
You are making your record at all times,
whether in the classroom or on the athletic
field, at a lyceum performance or elsewhere. Watch the record you make. You are
the •Jne that determines what your record is
to be like. Clemson is anxious to make the
world a better pla'Ce in which to live. You
can do your little part by making a good
record while attending the college.

A NEW DEAL-A NEW PLANPAY CASH
And buy the best for less

Abbot Furniture Co.
SENECA, S. C.
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CLASS OF 1942
To the Class of 1942:
You are to find the upperclassman an odd
animal, but be lenient with him. He has
some uses: he knows the ropes and can
therefore be of service in countless ways.
Give him a chm1ce and profit by the mist'.lkes that he has made. There's no use
in repeating the bad things lliat he's done,
He won·t go about bragging about them
though; so you will have to go half way
with your questior,s if you are to get a ll
the a11swers you want.
There a:re several things about your new
Alma Mater that many boys never know, or
never know until too late to get as much
from them as they are due. One of these
things is the vast size of the benefits
that llie Y. M. C. A. itself affords. It is a lmost a. world within itself. You can step in
its well-equipped rooms and eat in the tearoom. You can exercise in the gym or swim
in the pool. You can see tlle latest shows
in its moving picture tlleatre. You can go
to good, inexpensive dances at its socials.
You can worship in its religious programs.
Plan your course. There must be some
reason t11at you chose it. There has to be
some phase in which you feel that you are,
or would be, particularly interested. Plan
your elective subjects with the help of your
advisors within your course so that you
will get the most good for your time. Don't
waste valuable time in learning something
unnecessary when there is so much to learn
in your field.
You will lirn at Clemson for at least
four years if you stick with us. Learn your
campus neighbors. Cultivate the friendship
of your professors without trying to curry
favor, or even seeming to. Try to inject
yourself into the bloodstream of this busy
community,
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If you get the opportunity, meet people
in the nearby towns. Friends anywhere aTe
an asset.
In barracks you, will meet your new
"family" the boys of your company and
pa.rticularly your room-mates. Make their
acquaintance a11d show that you want to
be a friend to them all. If you want a
friend, show yourself to be a friend.
Last of all, make it a practice to shoot
square all around. Shoot square to your
school, your professors, your classmates, and
yourself. In other words, be the sort of
fellow you'll want your son to be if a:nd
when . . .
Do these things, and your life at Clemson
will be full, useful, and happy. What more
can you want?
An Upperclassman.

Heyward Mahon
Company
GREENVILLE
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PURPOSE

Composed of more than fifteen hundred
cadets, the Clem. on brigade_ bolds the. distinction of being the largest infantry umt of
any R. O. T. C. College in the United
States. So hrrge an organization must of
necessity have some form of government
\\hereb1; it may function hi the most efficiel)t
nnd useful manner. This government is
provided hr organizing the student body into a militarr unit designed after the regular
Hrlll\",

All ca,let officers are appointed by the Commancfa nt, by mid with the consent of the
l'resiclcnt. Commissionecl officers are appointed from the Senior Class, and noncommissioned officers from the Sophomore
and Junior Classes.
The squad is the smallest unit and ls
composed of seven privates and a corporal,
who is number four of the front rank (munbcring from right to left). The section is
under a sergeant (section leader) whose
second in command is a corporal (section
guide). The platoon is under a lieutenant
(platoon leader), whose second in command
is a sergeant (platoon sergeant). The com1>any is commanded by a captain (company
commander), who has as his second in command his executive lieutenant. His non-commissioned officer jg the first sergeant.
A battalion is comma-nded by a lieutenant
Polonel who has in his staff an executive officer (mptain), nncl adjutant, and w battalion
.sergeant major.
A regiment is comnnndecl by a colonel
who has in his st:,1f an executive officer
(lieutenant colonel), an adjutant (captain),
a chaplain (lieutenant), and a regimental seri:;eant major.
The brigade is commanded by a colonel
who has in his staff an . executive officer
(c·oloMI), an :u:ljut~nt (captain) ::r chaplain
{<'aptam), and a brigade sergeant major.
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J. S. BASKIN
Brfgade
Commander

CADET OF F ICERS

Brigade Commander
Col. J. S. Baskin
Brigade Executive
Col. R. B. Fickling
Commander of First Regiment
Col. H. U. Buckhart
Commander of Second Regiment
Col. Fred Hughes
Executive of First Regiment
Lt. Col. F. W. Durham
Executive of Second Regiment
Lt. Col. T. R. Bainbridge
Commander of Brigade Headquarters Bn.
Lt. Col. H. L. Bea·ch
Commander of 1st Battalion 1st Regiment
Lt. Col. J. F. Brailsford
Commander of 2nd Battalion 1st Regiment
Lt. Col. J. H. Guess
Commander of 1st Battalion 2nd Regiment
Lt. Col. J. B. Moore
Commander 2nd Battalion 2nd Regiment
Lt. Col. T. W. Ta,lbert
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INSIGNIA OF CADET OFFICERS

Commisiscmed Officers

Shirts

Brigade Commander (Colonel) .... 4 diamonds
Brigade Executive and Regimental
Commanders (Colonels) ...... 3 dimnonds
Lieutenant Colonels .... . ......... 2 diamonds
Captain ........... . ............... 3 buttons
First Lieutena11t .................. 2 buttons
Second Lieutenant ............ . .... 1 button
Non-Commissioned Officers

Briga<le Sgt. Major and Regimental
Sgt. Majors .................... 3
(3 a:rcs)
Battalion Sgt. Major .............. . 8
(2 arcs)
Color Sergeant ............. . ....... 3
(star)
First Sergeant ...................... 3
(lozenge)
Supply Sergeant ................... 3
(1 bar)
Line Sergeant ...................... 8
Corporal ........................... 2
Comm·i ssioned Officers

Ca.rlet Colonel .............•...... 6
(gold eagle)
Lieutenant Colonel ............ : .. 6
(silver oak leaf)
Brigade and Regimental Adjutant
(four arcs)
4
Captain F,xecutive ............... 4

stripes
stripes
stripes
stripes
stripes
stripes
stripes

Blouses

chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons

(x)

Captain .......................... 4 chevrons
Battalion Adjutant ............... 3 chevrons
(3 arcs)
Executive Lieutenant ............ 8 chevrons
(x)

Lieutenant ....................... 3 chevrons
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Non-Gornrnissioned Ofji.cers

Brigade and Regimental Sgt. Majors
( 8 arcs)
2 chevrons
Battalion Sgt. Majors . ... ...... . . 2
(2 arcs)
First Sergea·n ts , . . , ............. 2
(lozenge)
Color Sergeants .......... . ...... 2
(star)
Supply Sergeant ................. 2
(bar)
Line Sergeant .. . ................ 2
(upper arm)
Corporal ...... .. . . ....... . , .. , . ;12
(lower arm)

chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons

ARMY DISCIPLINE

"The discipline that makes the soldiers of
a free country reliable in battle is not to be
gained by harsh or tyrannical treatment.
On the contrary, such treatment is far more
likely to destroy than make an army. It is
possible to impart instruction and to give
commands in such a manner and in such
a tone of voice as to inspire in the soldier
no feeling but an intense desire to obey.
The one mode or the other of dealing with su])()rdinates springs 'f rom a con,esponding
spirit in the breast of the commander. He
who feels the respect that is due to oth('rS
cannot fail to inspire in them the regard
for himself; while he who feels, and hence
manifests, disl'espect towards others, especially his inferiors, cannot fail to inspire
hatred against himself."
(Quoted by Major-General John M. Schofield in an address to the U. S. Corps of
Cadets August 11, 1877.)

'l'HE MlLI'l'ARY
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MILITARY STAFF

Commandant . ....... .... Col. Chns. W. Weeks
Adjutant ..... . ....... . .. Maj. A. H. Dumas
Instructor M. S. & T .... Maj. D. E. Barnett
TnRtruclo1· M. S. & T .... Maj. R. F. Walthour
In structor M. S. & 'I' ... Maj . J. P. Gammon
Instructor M. S. & T ... Maj. Glen D. Hufford
Instructor M. S. & T ... Sgt. l-1. W. Wilkinson
Instructor M. S. & T ..... Sgt. K. R. Helton
Instructor .M. S. & T ..... Sgt. H. S. Heath
In structor M. S. & T ... Sgt. R. G. Marshall

The Fort Hill Tavern
Whe1·e the Elite Meet and Eat
Clemson, S. C.

Hostess
Ice Cream
« •

»

GREENVILLE
ICE CREAM CO.

«.

»

711 West Washington Street
Greenville, S. C.
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THE Y. M. C. A. BUILDING

The Clemson College Young Men's Christian Association Building was e1·ected in
1915 with the aid of the Rockefeller foundation, $50,000.00; the Board of Trustees, $15,000.00, and the student body, alumni and
frends, $10,000.00. Through the efforts or
those interested in the building, Clemson today ha·s one of the most modernly equipped
Y. M. C. A. buildings in the country and one
which is indeed an asset to the student body
and faculty.
In the right wing of the main 1foor are the
pool tables and the "Y" candy shop. In rear
of the center lobby is the auditorium recently
changed. Here are shown daily recently released pictures at very reasonable prices.
Up-to-date Western Electric talking picture
equipment is instalJed · here for this purpose.
On the left of the main lobby are the club
rooms which are used weekly for various
forms of social gatherings and entertainments by both students and faculty. Through
the facilities of the recently installed electric
pickup, an 1rmpli fier and several large speaicers, sufficient volume to music for the socia'.ls sponsored each week-encl is provided.
The basement floor houses the recreation
a.ctivities of the Association, the cafe and
the barber shop. Many students find it advantageous to spend many of their leisure
hours here in the swimming pool, playing
basketball, volleyball, hand ball, in the bowling alley and elsewhere.
The top floor of the building houses a number of convenient and comfortable rooms for
students and others desiring to stay there.
The "Y" Building is one of the most beautiful and useful buiiclings on the campus. It
is there in an air of informality and friendship that people like to meet. You will always find a sympathetic person at the desk
willing to help you in ahy way possible.

Y. M. C. A.
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WELCOME,

FRESHMEN

As a father receives his son into his home,
we receive you into the folds of Clemson and
extend to you an unlimited fellowship and
welcoma to our campus.
Your decision to come to Clemson shows
ti.lat you have the "makin's." How you apply yourself in these next four years may
determine what you shall "make." Success will
not fall in your lap. Success is there for those
who work for it. Your parents are expecting
much of you. Do not disappoint them.
You are entering upon a new and important
phase of your life. The habits you form here
will be the basis of your character in future
life. Make those habits good habits. Let the
Y. M. C. A. help you form those habits.
Everyone needs physica:J, mental, and
spiritual recreation. This is the purpose of
the Y. M. C. A. The "Y" is a1ways at your
disposal. Feel free to come to us with your
problems. Get acquainted with the "Y," its
officers, and Cabinet, and let's ma'ke the
freshman year a successful one.
D. M. HUTCHINSON,
President Clemson Y. M. C. A.

Y. M. C. A.

D. M. HUTCHINSON
President of Y. M. C. A.
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C. M. AULL
Vice-President,
Y. M. C. A.

T. B. YOUNG, JR.
Recordng
Secretar}',
Y. M. C. A.
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PURPOSE

The Young Men's Christian Association is
a student organization which seeks constantly
to encourage wholesome Christian living. It
stands for the unity of spirit, mind, a:nd
hody, under the personality and teachings
of Jesus. On the college campus the "Y" plans
its work with the idea of keeping the Christian ideals alive and providing a medium of
expression for the student's religious and
humanitarian nature. Membership in the organizntion is voluntary. It does not attempt
to force its ideals upon anyone, but rather to
make them available with the hope that an
increasing number of students will associate
themselves with the program, both for their
own development and for Ute services they
may render to others. Control of the ori,anization is in the local membership a:s mdividuals, not as representatives of groupseducational, social, or religious.
CHIEF AIMS OF Y .. M. C. A.

To lead young men to faith in God
through Jesus Christ.
2. To lead them into membership and service in the Christian church.
a. To promote their growth in Christian
fnith a:nd character, especially in the study
of the Bible and daily prayer.
4. To influence them to devote themselves
in united effort with all Christians to make
the will of God effective in human society
ancl to extend the Kingdom of God throughout the world.
5. To strive to serve all the students in the
best way possible and uphold the ideals and
policies of the institution which it serves.
l.
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HISTORY OF THE Y. M. C. A.

The Young Men's Christian Association had
its origin in one man, Sir George WilJlams
of London, in the year 1844. Feeling the need
of daily prayer and spiritual uplift to such
a strong degree, Sir George Williams called
his friends together ea£h morning for a few
minutes of prayer and praise service. Thus
the "Y" started, and since that date it has
made a steady growth, each year being better
able to serve the cause of humanity and to
aid in the spread of the doctrines and teachings of Jesus Christ. Today the organization
encircles the globe, daily bringing together
young men and boys into a brotherhood
which keep, alive the spirit of Christ.
In order that the young men in the colleges
of the world might keep in closer touch with
things "spiritual" and that the Christian
spirit might reign in the hearts of students
everywhere, the Student Young Men 's Association, a bra nch of the Y. M. C. A., has been
established. Clemson College is a member of
this powerfu l organization. The control of
the affairs of the Association is placed in the
hands of the students themselves for the purpose of training them in the qualities of
Christian leadership, with a general secretary to oversee the work and advise. The
realiza tion of the purpose and principles of
this student organization depends upon the
interest and the wholehearted support oi
all students, for it is strictly their orga11ization.

Craig-Rush Furniture
Company
15-21 E. North Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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CHURCH ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS

No churches in any town or city in South
Carolina enjoy the Sta:te-wide interest comparable to those at Clemson. The reason for
this is that the people of each denomination
throughout the State )wiped to build "your"
church at Clemson. These churches would not
be here were it not for your parents back
home. There are flve churches which serve
the student body. They are the Episcopalian,
Methodist, Baptist, Presbyteria:n and Roman
Catholic.
Our Christian religion and education work
hand in hand with each other. Ruskin said,
"Education, then, briefly, is the leading human souls to what is best, and making what
is best out of them: and these two objects
are a:lways attainable together, and by the
s~me means: the training which makes men
happiest in themselves also makes them most
serviceable to others." In a true sense one
might say this is also the function of religion.
To the members of the freshmen class, all
the churches extend a most hearty welcome.
The pastors and the campus members would
have you each feel that the churches are for
you as well as for them. Form the habit of
attending the services during your first year.
"Life is but a tissue of habits." Good habits,
therefore, make a worthwhile life.
A few years ago the college introduced
courses in Bible in the curriculum. These a:re
regular electives, and are taught by the
resident ministers. Religion and education go
hand in hand at Clemson.

7
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l\lAJOR S. i\l. MARTIN
Chairman, Advisory Board
Y. M. C. A.
Personnel cf Organization Advisory Board

s.

M.

E. W.

MARTIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . Chairnwn
SrKES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Ex Officio

S. B. EARLE
J. C. LITTLEJOHN
B. 0. WILLIAMS
S. W. EvANS
J. E. H UNTER
JOHN A. H ENRY

J. B. DOUTHIT
B. B. BURLEY

G. H.
T. B.

AULL

YouNG, Sn.
D. M. HUTCHINSON
P. B. HOLTZENDORFF, JR,

Employed Officers
B. HoLTZENDORFF, Jn .... . General
J. RoY CooPEn . . . . . . . • . . . . Associate

P.

Secretary
Secretary

Mns. L. M. McCAw .... ... ... . Office See1·etary

FRED KIRCHNER • . . . . . . . . . . . . Physwal Director
NASH GRAY ••.••••.••.• • Projection and Social
H. T. HAYWOOD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Desk

Y. M. C. A.
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BLUE RIDGE

The leading colleges and universities in
the South have for the past twenty-six years
sent delegations to Blue Ridge for a summer
conference. During this ten-clay conclave
more than five hundred college students
gather for inspirational, recreational and fellowship training. The influence of these conferences has been so great in the lives of the
delegates and so great has been the delegates' influence in the life of the South and
in the Iife of the world that today Blue Ridge
is recognized by our colleges a-s much more
than a pleasant tradition- it is an invaluable
asset, a necessity.
Mnny of our college associations have been
none too successful in adjusting their program to meet new conditions on the campus
because of multiplied a'c tivities, changed attitudes. Even today many students are still
wondering what it is all about. The whole
world is having the complacency crushed out
of it. It is now a time for deliberate, fearless re-exnmination of fundamental asumptions about ourselves, onr associations, our
worlds.
No setting in nature, no fellowship of
faculty and students, no group of leaders
could be found to constitute a more favorable
opportunity for ten days of "retreat" in
preparation for a great advance, than that
offered by the Blue Ridge Conference.
Clemson College ha'S been well represented
there each year by students who have had
aims of gaining information so that they
might be better prepared to carry on a vital
and systematic program in Christian leadership at Clemson. Why not ma:ke it your aim
to attend at least one conference at Blue
Ridge while you are a student at Clemson?
It will be a conference that you will never
reg1'et having attended.

1/
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THE WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION

In seeking to accomplish the purpose for
which the Association was organized, the
full needs of the whole man are recognized.
All normal healthy developments of Cadet
life are regarded as sacred and contributing
to the ultimate aim of human life. To neglect
a proper development along all lines of student endeavor leads to a one-sided education.
Therefore the Clemson Y. M. C. A. seeks to
aid in every phase of activity that is helpful.
The Clemson Y. M. C. A. sponsors religious
work, social activities, sports and recreation.
In the religious work of the Association there
is a vesper service each Sunda-y afternoon
and night, using deputation teams from
many other colleges and speakers from the
campus and surrounding towns. If there is
an opportunity for the "Y" to have as a
speaker anyone who is visiting on the campus
who can ma·ke a real contribution to the
service, we are always glad to use such a
speaker. Another very important phase of the
religious work is to send to high schools, colleges, and churches in South Carolina and in
neighboring states our deputation teams.
Each year a: number of Clemson students
participate in conferences such as the southern student conference at Blue Ridge, N. C.,
and the officers training conferences in this
State. Evening Watch groups have regular
meetings on the comp1ny halls each night under the leadership of student Y. M. C. A.
members. These along with Freshmen Forums,
class councils, informa'l discussions, and weekend retreats for these particular groups constitute much of the religious work of the
Association.

Company Stationery
Booklets of all Kinds

Chambers Printing Co.
CLEMSON, S. C.
Dance Invitations and Programs
Business Forms

Compliments

of

Jefferson Hotel
Columbia, S. C.
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P. B. HOLTZENDORFF, JR.

General Secretary, Y. M. C. A.
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J. ROY COOPER, Associate Sec'y, Y. M. C. A.
SERVI CE T O STUDEN TS

The Clemson "Y" is first and foremost a
serving organization. Christ said: "I am
among you as one that serveth." Clemson
feels that the Y. M. C. A. carries out the
Christian ideal if it serves the Ca:dets in any
way possible. The various duties performed
by the members of the cabinet and the officers, working with the staff of the associa•
tion, are part of the "Y" program.
The spiritual training is the biggest service
tendered, for the "Y" ta.kes almost complete
clunge of this service to the college. The
association transacts a tremendous volume
of business. A four-story building, housing
more than thirty rooms and apartments, a
small gymnasium, an exercise room, swimming pool, cafe, barber shop, theater, a
spacious lobby, dressing rooms, club rooms,
a11d rest rooms make up the general building
facilities offered by the Clemson "Y".
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THE Y. M. C. A. CABll'i
There is possibly no place on the college
campus as well located as that of tbe Clemson College Young Men's Christian Association Cabin down near the Seneca River.
Uniquely situated on the bend of the river
and just over the hill in rear of Jhe Athletic
Building out of sight of the college, it seems
that you are miles away from the college itself with all its hurry and turmoil.
Feeling the need of such a place several
years ago, the Clemson Y. M. C. A. secured
enough funds for the erection of the Cabin.
During the past few years the finishing
touches were completed.
This Cabin was built largely by voluntary
work of the students under the direction of
Mr. J. Roy Cooper. Several members of the
Alumni Association aided financially in its
construction.
Here in the quietness and stillness of the
evenings "Y" councils and other groups of
students meet and enjoy a welcomed change
from the regular routine. A number of informal socials have been conducted here during the past few years. Numerous groups of
boys and girls such as Boy Scouts and high
school clubs use the Cabin throughout the
year. There is nothing on the college campus
that is more inspiring than a campfire program conducted here on the banks of the
Seneca River.

Community Store
QUALITY GROCERIES AND
MEATS
Clemson, S. C.
PHONE 198
Cash and Delivery

Y. M. C. A.
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_ )
G. F. KIRCHNER

Intramural Sports Director

Y. M. C. A.
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The intramural sports program has proven
one of the grna t assets of the college in the
last few years This program is under the
direction of the Y. M. C. A. and is receiving
the full cooperation of the college administration a:nd of the students. Students taking
an active part in this program realize more
real good from it than from any other form
of recreation offered at the college. Here the
student trains himself physically, mentally,
morally, and socialiy.
Cadet committees working under the lea:dership of the employed staff and the president
of the Associ:1Lion handle many of the undertnkings of the organization. These committees
help to inculcate into the minds of students
that the "Y" is essentially a student affair
and that its success depends upon their support and cooperation.

O'NEAL-WILLIAMS
COMPANY
SPORTING GOODS
Greenville, S. C.
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N. N. GRAY
In Cha1·ge of Projection and Socials

QUALITIES FOR A LEADER

Character, . 2. Youthful sympathy, 3.
Constructive imagination, 4. Engineering
skills, 5. Persistence. 6. Energy, 7. Progressiveness, 8. Use judgment, 9. Loyalty, 10.
Poise, 11. Confidence, 12. Social sensitiveness,
13. Love people, 14. Love play.
1.

Y. M. C. A.
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SOCIALS

During the past few sessions the Y. M. C.
A. has sponso1·ecl a great number of various
social activities.
At the beginning of the scohol year there
is a 0 get ncqn:1inted" social at the river.
Here fre~hmen have an opportunity to meet
one another nnd some 11pperclass1nen, usually
cabinet members. Almost all freshmen attend
this gathering a n<l enjoy it very much.
A short while after the old boys come in
and school has begun, there is a stunt night
in the College Chapel. Some freshmen with
outstanding talents are spotted here, and may
become good workers in some activities.
The freshmen from each compa,ny have
the privilege of going clown to the river one
afternoon for recreation and a picnic supper. Since this is qnite a bit better than
hanging around barracks, there js usually a
good turnout for these occasions.
Those groups desiring to camp out during
a week-encl may use the cabin by the river
any time during the year that it is vacant.
The open honse at the "Y" has proved to
be an interesting and successful entertaintnent. Different groups, clubs, councils, and
fraternil ies are guests of the "Y" occasionallr.
Fa1::ulty members and students of the
same school or department may have open
house together this session, thus affording
a better relationship between the two
groups.
For those who may be unable to leave the
campus for week-ends, company socials a:re
held in the club rooms. Quite a few take
part in these socials. Faculty members also
have similar socials.
CHARLES Aun, Chairman Socials.
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MRS. L. M.
McCAW
Office
Secr~ta•ry

CAM P ADGER RETREAT
Several years ago the South Carolina Y.
M. a·nd Y . W. C. A.'s were fortunate in securing an ideal spot in the heart of the Blue
Ridge Mountains for their annual joint re•
treat. For many years, this camp Ins been
under the direction of Rev. and Mrs. 'f. B.
Lanham.
Some of the greatest experiences that col·
Jege students have are derived from their attendance at this a-nnual conference at Camp
Adger. The camp itself is in an ideal location, several miles above Pickens and a\>Out
two miles from the nearest road. Here, away
from a·ll possible disturbance and surrounded
by mountains that seem to speak the majesty of God, friendships are made, and a
spiritual insight into life is gained that will
last a lifetime.

Y. M. C. A.
CABINET
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TRAIN ING

In this modern world, nothing of importance is attempted without extensive training.
It is for training in al life occupation that
you come to Clemson. Likewise, if the Y.
M. C. A. Cabinet hopes to be able to cope
with the problem which will confront it,
it will have to be adequately prepared.
Cabinet training is observed annually in
the form of a number of talks by campus
leaders, Y. M. C. A. secretaries, and general discussions between the speakers, and
members of the old and new Cabinets. This
program is carried out with the idea of causing each new Cabinet member to get the
full realization of the oblig:rtions that he is
being placed under by accepting a position
on the Cabinet. Every business man knows
that in order to be successful he must be
trained to perform his duties whatever they
may be, else he will lack efficiency. Therefore,
it is with this idea that the Cabinet men are
given this valuable information and instruction.
Last year the Cabinet training lasted for
a period of about three weeks and several
outstanding campus figures spoke to the
group during the time. The major portion
of the time was spent in allowing the new
members to get information from the retiring members as to the duties the}' were to
ha,•e and the best possible ways of performing these duties. Following the Cabinet training offered here, the old and new Cabinets
attended the State Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.'s
Cabinet Training Conference at Columbia for
three days.
A GOOD HABIT

You brought your Bible to Clemson with
you? Then read it. The Bible is strengthening and is a guide in the paths of righteousness. Read it every night and you will become a greater man.
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H. T. HAYWOOD
In Charge of Desk
RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS

Last year, even with the increased size of
the "Y" auditorium, it was found advisable
to continue as before with two vesper programs each Sunday. The same policy will be
carried out this year by the committee.
The varied programs presented last year
included college delegations, prominent speakers, and musical programs as well as news
and tra•vel reels. With the increased interest
of last year it is hoped that the present committee may continue to present programs of
a wide variety and interest.

Y. J\.I. C. A.
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The vesper services enable a student to
round out bis life and develop, not only the
mental and social sides of his life, but spiritual life as well.
The committee urges you to attend vesper
services whenever )' OU a!re on the campus.
F. A. THOMPSON,

Chainnan.

G. "\V.

McCLURE,

Assistant.

EVENING WATCH

Down through Lhe years Evening Watch
has become an integral part of the Clemson
trndition. It has woven itself into the lives
of many Cadets so strongly that they will
alwars feel its effects. This is the experience
that await rou as a Clemson Cadet.
Evening Watch is a short period of meditation and thought which is held on each
company hall every week night just after
call to quarter . These meetings are led by
some Cadet who has taken the responsibility
of calling them but everyone who attends
b:rs an opportunity to take part in the. services. The programs vary according to the
wishes of each leader aud his group, but
they usually consist of a few verses of scripture, a brief corn men t on these verses, and
a prayer. Meetings seldom last over ten
mi11utes but in this short time each man develops his spiritual being just a little more.
Your Evening Watch lea!der is your friend
and he is willing to help you at any time.
Get in touch with him as soon as possible
and help him to make your group the best
in the school.
J. R. MARTIN'

Chairman.

C. B.

LAWTON,

Assistant,
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DEPUTATION TEAM

The Clemson College Y. M. C. A. Deputation Team has as its purpose putting on
religious programs. The composition and
size of the team va:ries with the occasion.
Grammar schools, high schools, colleges,
churches, and other religious groups are constantly on the lookout for programs of this
type. The team includes a quartet and the
following instruments: Violin, a:ccordion, organ and saw.
The team not only is an a:id to institutions
desiring programs from outside sources but
is a field in which to train the talents of
those taking part on the programs. The programs are student planned and executed, and
present a real opportunity to men who feel
they would like to do their share in the
work of spreading the idea:ls of Christ.
The area covered by the team in its year's
activities includes not only this State but
Georgia, North Carolina and Tennessee.
T. R. BAINBRIDGE,

Chairman.

w.

M. MCGINTY,

Assistant.

FRESHMAN WORK .

The committee on freshman work endeavors to realize two cardinal objectives. First,
to give the new student an opportunity to
be a leader; second, to have the freshman
realize that he is a welcomed addition to the
Clemson Cadet corps.
Through the Freshman "Y" Council and
the company freshman forum, the new student comes in contact with guiding influences
of campus lea:ders and members of the
faculty. Herein opportunity is given the
lead and the freshman begins to feel firm
ground on a one-time quicksand of doubt.

Y. M. C. A.
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Council and forum organizntions are important and the fresbman soon realizes that his
position bea'rs responsibility.
Numerous church socials, competitive contests, a·nd stunt nights all go to create a
warming atmosphere for the new students.
Introduction to the minister and church allow the new Cadet direct contact with the
religious life on the Clemson campus.
A treat to be looked forward to is an outing at the "Y" Cabin, situated on the woody
banks of the Seneca Rive1·. This committee
is cooperative with the socia·I committee in
promoting delightful, yet constructive, entertainments for groups on the river.
s. L. SKARDON,
Chairinan.

G. M. McMILLAN,
Assistant.
MUSIC COMMITTEE

The Music Co,mnittee is composed of cadets
who are interested in the Y. M. C. A. and
who are musically inclined. Its main purpose is to supply music for vesper services
a'nd deputation teams. Music forms an impressive part of ani• worship service. Last
year the committee organized a Freshman
Orchestra which played at the vesper services at the "Y". We plan fo1· this small
orchestra lo carry on and become a "Y"
orchestra: rather than a Freshman orchestra.
With the co-operation of the cadet corps
and the "Y" orchestra we should have the
best vesper singing that has ever been heard
at Clemson . We hope to have some special
song services in which everyone can participate.
Any one who is interested in music and
would like to assist this committee please report to the "Y" or to the chainna'n.
13. A. PEELING,
Chairman, Music Committee.
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PUBLICITY COMMITTEE

The chief duty of the Publicity Committee
of the Clemson Y. M. C. A. is to place before the student body, faculty, ancl other
interested people news of the work and activities of the local association . Under this
head come such activities as religious pro.
grams, deputations, cabinet and council
rneetings, con ferences, retreats, and socials.
It is chiefli, through the Tige,·, the
weekly college new paper, that this news
is brought to students and subscribers. SeYeral times each year mimeographed sheets
of the activities of the Y for a certni11
period are prepared an d distributed through
barracks and mailed to other co llege Y.
M. and Y. W . C. A.'s.
The committee named to assist the chairman in this work is made of t.hose students
who are intensely interested in the work
of the Y. M. C. A. and are gifted in this
type of work. The men selectecl have a fine
opportunity to <IBvelop themselves a long
the line of journalism and at the same time
develop their character and personality
through this contact with the Y. M. C. A.
Particular emphasis is given to the members of the Freshman Class in an effort to
interest them in the work of the organization.
The committee is composed lnrgely of
sophomores interested in journalism and
in the Y. M. C. A. program.
T. B. YOUNG, JR ., Chairman.
W . B. w ADE, Asst. Chairman.

FRESHMEN NOTICE
Others Know That

Hoke Sloan's
is the place to buy
SHOES, CLOTHES, SHIRTS,
AND HATS
Up-to-date Gent's Furnishings at
the right price
A Clemson Man in Business at
Clemson

Anderson's Service
Station
SINCLAIR PRODUCTS
WASHING-GREASINGPOLISHING

Clemson, S. C.
Phone 149 W
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THE Y. M. C. A. CLASS COUNCILS

Almost every college or university in the
country having a Y. M. C. A. organization
has a student council for the freshmen.
Several years ago the Clemson Y conceived
the idea of continuing the council throughout the entire college life. Accordingly, under the direction of J. Roy Cooper, the
Freshman Council of 1927-28 did not disband at the end of the year but remained
the next year as the Sophomore Council. 1'his
plan was continued, and the success that it
has attained cannot be estimated.
The chief purpose of these councils is to
develop leaders for the years to come. While
spending four years at Clemson, students are
not merely preparing to live. They are actually living. There are problems to face and
temptations to overcome and need for leaders
here that you will find after graduation. To
start right and to be guided by high ideals
ca-n mean that one might achieve success
where otherwise he might have failed. The
aim is to develop real meri who can take
their places in the ranks of men after
graduation.
There are weekly meetings which are
worked out in the group as meaning the
most for all concerned. There are study, discussion, and ta-lks by capable faculty men
and visitors. The councils take a few trips
to the mountains where they can get away
in the quietness and plan a life and the
activities that are for a wholesome life. These
week-ends are enjoyable, and friendships are
here formed that are everlasting.
The Freshman Council is selected soon
after school opens in the fall. If you are interested, ask one of the Y secretaries or
cabinet members about the details of the
council work.
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A PRAYER

0 God, our Father, Thou Searcher of men's
hearts, help us to draw near to Thee in
sincerity and truth. May our religion be filled
with gladness and may our worship of Thee
be natural.
Strengthen and increase our admiration for
honest dealing and clean thinking, and suffer not our hatred of hypocrisy and pretense ever to diminish. Encourage us in our
endeavor to live above the common level of
life. Make us to choose the harder right instead of the easier wrong, and never to be
content with a half truth when the whole
truth can be won. Endow us with courage
that is born of loyalty to all that is noble
and worthy, that scorns to compromise with
vice and injustice, and knows no fear when
truth and ri_ght are in jeopardy.
Guard us against flippancy and irreverence
in the sacred things of life. Grant us new
ties of friendship and new opportunities of
service. Kindle our hearts in fellowship with
those of a cheerful countenance and soften
our hearts with sympathy for those who
sorrow and suffer. May we find genuine pleasure in clean and wholesome mirth and feel
inherent disgust for all coarse-minded humor.
Help us, in our work and in our play, to
keep ourselves physically strong, mentally
awake, imd morally straight, that we may
the better maintain the honor of the corps
untarnished and unsullied, and acquit ourselves like men in our efforts to realize the
ideals of Clemson in doing our duty to Thee
and to our country. All of which we ask in
the name of the Great Friend and Master of
men.-Amen.
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HOLY TRINITY PARISH

Protestant Episcopal
The Bishop

The Right Reverend Kirkman G. Finlay, D.D.
The Rector

The Reverend Donald E. Veale
Sunday Program of Worship

7 :30 A. M.- Holy Communion (Every Sunday except the first Sunday of the month).
IO :30 A. M.-Church School and Rector's
Bible Class.
II :30 A. M.- Morning Prayer and Sermon.
1st Sunday of each month, I I :30 A. M.Holy Communion and Sermon.
Wednesday night 7 :00-8 :00 P. M., meeting
of Episcopal Club. Open to all students.
A few years ago, through the influence and
generosity of many friends of the Episcopal
Church, Holy Trinity was able to build a
splendid Parish House, consisting of a gymnasium, a combined stage and meeting room,
and a modern kitchen. At that time the
church was rebuilt, to conform in usefulness,
in design and beauty, with the Parish House.
A large and comfortable rectory completes
our church properties, giving Holy Trinity
one of the finest parish plants in the State.
Holy Trinity was planned for the Clemson
man. You will find a wide ra:nge of activities
are possible here, perhaps even wider than
your home parish facilities would permit.
You have come to Clemson to school your
minds, and to discipline your habits to the
better things of life. The teaching nnd worship programs of Holy Trinity afford you
the best liberal traditions and principles of
the Episcopal Church. Ma-y you use Holy
Trinity freely, and find in it a source of
great light and joy during your life on the
Clemson Campus.
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DR. S. J. L. CROUCH
Pastor Presbyterian
Church
THE FORT HILL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

The Fort Hill Presbyterian Church at Clemson seeks to serve by
taking the place of your
home church while you
. are at college. We hope you will feel this way
and join in all its services.
Officers and Calendar
DR. SYDNEY J. L. CROUCH, Pastor
PROF M. E. BRADLEY, Church School Supt.
PROF. B. E. GOODALE, P. S. A.

SUNDAY:

Church School
10:15
Public Worship 11 :30
WEDNESDAY: P. S. A.
6:45
Student socials are held periodically.
Every Presbyterian boy is invited and
urged to attend the Presbyterian Student Association each Wednesday evening. As the
name signifies this is a student organization.
You will find this group one of the best to
belong to on the campus. Get the P. S. A.
habit each Wednesday evening.
The club room of our church affords each
student a quiet and most pleasant place
for relaxation. In the winter months the
large open fire-place and comfortable lounging chairs will help you forget your "troubles." A radio, books and ma•g azines are
there to be used.
The Manse is next door to the church. The
pastor and his wife would love for you to
feel at home in their home. This is not a
"general statement", hut a "personal invitation" to each ,student. The front door is
always "open.''
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REV. H. 0. CHAMBERS
Pastor M. E. Church
CLEMSON METHODIST CHURCH
"The Church of the Four Columns"

Dr. .J.E. Ward is genernl superintendent of the church school.
Prof. .J. Paul Lucas is superintendent of the young peoples'
division. The Board of Stewards is composed
of Prof . .J. H. Mitchell, chairman; Mr. Frank
C. Anderson, treasurer, and Messrs. A. B.
Bryan, .J. P. L:tMaster, Franklin Sherman,
E. G. Godby, .J. E. King. Cadet Stewards
are F. P. Gueny, P. S. Lawton, .J. R. Bettis
and H. H. Hanna. The orgamist and choir
director is Mrs. Freeman. The offices in the
young peoples' organization a-re largely held
by th~ Cadets.
Durmg the past year the Wesley Foundation Council has been instituted. Its activities
are intended to reach every phase of Methodist student life. A Student Activities Room,
attra!ctive with new decorations and equipment, will be found in the church at the
beginning of the new college year. The room
is intended for the use of the Cadets and
other young people of the church. Magazines
and books and a quiet place for rending and
study will be found here as we)] as a place
for committee meetings and young peoples'
sma!ll socials. A spadous basement is provided
for larger socials.
Among the regular activities of the church
are: Church school at 10:30 A. M., and Service
of Worship at 11 :30 each Sunday. The Young
Peoples' meeting (Epworth League), is each
Wednesday immediately after supper. The
Oconee County Epworth League Union meets
on the first Friday in each month. Socials are
held about once a month and you a!re. invited.
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CLEMSON BAPTIST CHURCH

Rev. John K. Goode is pastor of the Clem•
son College Baptist Church; Dr. S. B. Earle
is superintendent of the Sunday School, rend
the other officers of the organizations am
made up largely of students at the college,
especially the Baptis t Young People's Union
and the Baptist Student Union officials.
Regular church services are conducted each
Sunday morning at 11 :30; Sunday School,
with organized classes for Cadets, each Sunday morning at 10 :30, and B. Y. P. U. each
Wednesday evening immediately after supper.
The Baptist Church at Clemson was built
largely by the Baptists from all over the
State, not primarily for the local cohgrega•
tion, but especially to enable the local congregation to render a worthwhile se1·vice to
the ever-increasing number of students at
Clemson. The church is yours therefore.
young gentlemen, built, in a large measure,
for you and we want you to have the benefit of it. Whether we shall be of service to
you depends upon whether you give us the
opportunity. At home, with its comparative
safety, you attend church, Sunday School,
and the B. Y. P. U. There is re wide gap between the safety of home and the freedom
of college life, and you probably need the
church more here than you did at home. Vve
invite you , then, not only to come, but to
make the Baptist Church your church home,
take part in its activities and Jet us together render ai service to those who need us
most.
Remember, too, that you and your friends
are always welcome in the Pastor's home.
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ANNUAL REPORT
of the
CLEMSON COLLEGE YOUNG MEN'S
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
For the Period from July 1, 1937,
to June 30, 1938

It has been our very good fortune to have
a splendid group of young men to work with
us ai,ain in the Clemson Young Men's
Christian Association. A splendid report has
been prepared by the retiring president, Mr.
Alfred C. Payne. Mr. Payne has gone into
considerable detail to give a report which I
feel merits the interest and study of each
member of the Advisory Board and might
well be read with interest by others interested in the work of the Clemson Association. A copy of Mr. Payne's report is included with this general report and by in ference made a part of the same.
As we attempt to appraise the work of
the Young Men's Christian Association at
Clemson College we are increasingly aware
of our dependence on a large host of friends
in the student body, campus folk, puents,
alumni, and other friends throughout the
State for the success or failure of this work.
From the standpoint of membership the
Clemson Association is one of the largest
among the Student Associations in the South;
and when we consider the building and its
facilities we are convinced that it compares
favorably with any other Student Association in the United States.
The number of those who participate in
the Association program and who use build ing facilities and generally are benefltted by
the college Young Men's Christian Associntion at Clemson might well be considered
reason enough for the existence of the Clemson Y solely from the standpoint of utility.
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·we, however, feel that an organization of
this kinrl is ultimately measured by tbe
quality of leadership that is produced by
reason of the existence of the institution.
The Clemson College Young Men's Christian
Association is more than an organization
and an rnstitution. It is a movement in the
hearts and lives of a large number of Clemson students and in the lives of many men
who have been grnduated from Clemson; men
who have 1,one out into literally hundreds
of commurnties Jiving Jives of such quality
and magnetism as to endear themselves to a
large number of friends and acquaintances.
These men as school teachers, county agents,
business men, farmers, Y. M. C. A. secretaries, and ministers of the Gospel have
helped to share something of the values they
have gained dnring their student days with
an innumerable number of young people who
have come within the sphere of their influence.
In the use of the building a great many
boys become in terestecl in other phases of
the Association activities. With planned
company swimming meets, freshman and
varsity swimming, and with organized volley
ba'll, basketball! and softball games most
every student rns an opportunity to take
some form of physicial exercise and to learn
to participate in competitive sports. Social
activities include campfire programs on the
river for freshman forum groups, over night
camping at the Y cabin, company socials and
eta nces, social activities for campus boys and
girls and faculty folk, and co-operation with
summer school groups and visiting groups
cluring the summer period. Besides the students participating in company !:'Wimming
meets, practically every one who likes to
swim has an opportunity to use the Y pool,
as it ls open during the school year from
nine o'clock in the morning until nine o'clock
at night. Most of the time students are not
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required to wear swim suits in order to use
the pool.
'
Under the leadership of a large number of
students supervised by Mr. Roy Cooper evening watch groups and freshman forum groups
have completed a very encoura·ging year's
work. Approximately fifty faculty folk and
outside leaders were used in these groups
in addition to more than a hundred student
leaders. The deputation team, sometimes
called Gospel team, has had capable leadership with Cadet Lake Terrell directing these
activities, with Mr. Cooper co-operating and
supervising this work.
The Sunday night vesper programs have
provided a medium whereby some outstanding speakers, visitors, campus leaders, fa-cnlty
folk, ministers, and visiting Y. M. C. A.
secretaries have spoken to Clemson students
and campus people who attended these
services. Attendance has varied but usually
has averaged three hundred Sunday afternoon a,nd four hundred Sunday night. Immediately following these services musical
and travel reels have been shown. These
help to give a fairly comprehensive idea as
to what is going on in Yarious parts of tbe
world, and some of these reels have been appreciated even more than the fea,ture pictures that are run as pay pictures during the
week. During the past year the Y auditorium was enlarged and up-to-date heating
and ventilating equipment installed. This h3'S
been a tremendous help not only for the
health and comfort of patrons attending pay
pictures, but also for students who habitually
attend pictures run free for them, and for
the Sunday night vesper programs as well a,s
for 011,er special occasions during the year.
Clemson men have derived much good
from attending conferences. At state and
regional conferences such as Camp Adger,
the State Y. M. C. A.-Y. W. C. A. conference at Columbia, the Southwide Student
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Conference at Blue Ridge, the National
Stude1,t Conference in Ohio, Clemson was
represented. From all these conferences
Clemson men emerge with new ideas and
with zeal, detenninatibn, and vision. As a
consequence the work develops and progres es.
We might go into detail telling of the
activities of the men who room in the
Y. M. C. A. dormitory, the number who attend the picture show, the variety of services
rendered Ly the Y tea room, and tell of the
number who use the swimming pool and
partake of building privileges in a number
of ways, but this would require more time.
We merely enumerate them to advise of the
many activities and a good bit of the business that is comprised in this work.
For some years now the Y. M. C. A. at
Clemson has been inadequate for the needs
of the community a:nd the student body.
Particularly has tltis need been felt in connection with our auditorium where vesper
programs and picture programs are run. In
1937 we were highly gratified that the Boa:rd
of Trustees authorized tl1e Advisory Board
to negotiate for the enlargement of the
present auditorium. Approximately $19,000.00
worth of improvements, including heating,
ventilating and air-conditioning equipment,
some new seats, new rugs, and projection
equipment, have made the Y. M. C. A. auditorium one of the nicest auditoriums a:ny
small community in upper South Carolina
can boast. We are not only proud of this
improvement because of the added comfort
for those who attend the picture show, but
for the g1•11eral welfare of those who attend
many of the programs such as educational,
musica:l, and travel pictures, and those who
attend speaking services and vesper programs.
Occasionally the Y. M. C. A. auditorium will
ma:ke a very attractive place for chapel
programs for small groups and for special
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musical concerts that may be given at Clemson from time to time. We are indebted to
a great many friends for their private contributions and to the friends who enabled
us to borrow money from the bank to help
with thjs project. We are indeed sorry that
we could not secure a PW A grant for this
proposition but a!re happy that it has been
possible for us to finance this much-needed
improvement nevertheless.
The Clemson Y. M. C. A. was organized
by Mr. Fletcher Brockman, who was State
Secretary of the Carolinas, in 1894. The first
full-time secretary was employed in 1905.
Mr. Ray Legate was the first secretary. In
1915 a new building was completed. In 1010
two secretaries were employed. In 1927 three
men were employed on the stalf. In 1931
Mrs. McCaw was added to the stalf as office
secretary, followed shortly by other young
members of the stalf. At the present time
the staff is composed of the following: P. B.
Holtzendorlf, Jr., General Secretary; J. Roy
Cooper, Associate Secretary; Mrs. L. M. Mccaw, Office Secretary; Fred Kirchner, Physica'l Education and Recreation Secretary;
Nash N. Gray, and H. T. Haywood. I feel
sure you will find any one of these persons
interested in you and in your welfare and,
sp~aking on behalf of all of them we would
like to have you call on us for any services
ynu feel we can render.
Respectfully submitted,
P. B. HoLTZENOORFF, Ja.,
General Secretary.
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F. W. DURBAN
Editor-in-Chief

THE TIGER

The 7'iger, official weekly student newspaper publication of Clemson College, was
founded by the Class of 1007. Since that
date, it has been an important part of student activities at Clemson. Responsibility
for editing and publishing the paper is left to
the student staff entirely, and it is not
published under faculty supervision or censorship.
TI1e new st.tff takes charge at the beginning of the second semester during each
session·, thus allowing ea:ch staff one year
in office. During the last session, in addition
to the regular issues, several special editions
dedicated to various college activities were
pnblished.
All freshmen and sophomores interested
in entering the field of journalism are eligible
for membership to the reportorial Tiyer staff.
Tryouts are held the first of each semester.
The Tiger is published every Thursday
afternoon and distributed to all the rooms
in barracks. In addition to the seventeen
hundred stud en ts who read the Tiyer, there
are about one thousand othe1· readers in all
parts of the world.
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V. M. SHELL
Editor-in-Chief
THE TAPS

The 'l'rl1)8 is the college Yea'rbook published a-miually by a staff' made up of
seniors selected from the previous year's
juniors who have manifested an interest
in continuing the college yearbook and who,
by their elforts, have proven their inherent
abilities to compile an annual worthy of the
name Taps.
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SCABBARD AND BLADE
Scabbard and Blade is a natio1ul honorary
military fraternity whose purposes are to
promote military leadership among the R. 0.
T. C. students and a spirit of national defense. The unit or company at Clemson is
known as "K" Company of the 7th Regiment
of Sca:bbard and Blade. This company was
organized at Clemson in 1933. Membership
is composed of military leaders at Clemson.
Only the Cadets above and including the
rank of Captain are eligible for membership.
During the scolastic yenr, the company at
Clemson has presented medals to the men
who ha'Ve achieved military honors in each
class, sponsored the training of a picked
platoon in each class, put on a military ball
at which the honorary Cadet Colonel is selected, conducts a moonlight parade in honor
of the honorary Cadet Colonel, and sponsored
invitations for Military Day.
J. C. BASKIN, Capt.,
Co1npa:ny "K".

Seneca Hardware Co.
Across the street from the
Picture Show
Mill Supplies, Builders' Hardware, China, Glassware,
Electrical Supplies,
Kitchen Ware,
BPS Paints,
Sporting
Goods
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J. F. BRAILSFORD
President, Blue Key

BLUE KEY
Blue Key is a national honor fraternity .
Its principles aTe leadership and service. With
the idea of service uppermost in the minds
of its members, the local chapter of Blue Key
lends support to any worthwhile plan for
Clemson and the student body.
Requirements for membership are very
8trict. To be eligible for membership a stu dent must be a member of the junior or
senior cl~s, must have achieved outstanding
merit of success in several bra:nches of student activities and must be a recognized
leader on the campus. Good character and
morals are naturally 1·equired.
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Perry-Mann Electric Co.
COLUMBIA, S. C.

Distributors of
General Electric Appliances
and
Construction Supplies

TAU BETA Pl
Tau Beta Pi is a national honorary fra ternity th at has been in existence for over
fifty years. Chapters are located at nearly
all of the larger and more outstanding engineering schools of the country.
The membership of this organization is
composed of men t aking civil, electrical, amd
mechanical engineering who are in the upper
fourth of the class in scholarship. Membership
in this organization is considered one of the
highest honors that can be confer red on nn
engin eering student.
The orga•nization takes active part in all
activities that will promote the growth of
Clemson and the engineering department;
a lso, it strives to bring a closer felJowsbip
between student and professor.
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ALPHA ZETA
/\lph,t Zela is a national honorary scholastic
agricultural fr>1ternity. The local chapter is
one of the most active orga:nizations on the
campus. The student members of the organzation >1re selected from the ranks of the
undergraduate and graduate agricultural
students of high scholarship on the basis of
character, leadership, amd personality.
The purpose of the Alpha Zeta is to promote the profession of agriculture; to establish, foster, and develop high standards
of scholarship, character, leadership, and
a spiril of fellowship among its members;
to create a11d brfng together a body of ontstanding technical men who by scholarly
attainment, faithful service, and maintenance of ethical ideals and principles
have achieved distinction and are capable
or honoring achievements in others; to
strive for breadth of vision, unity of action
and accomplishment of ideals; to commend
all worth!' deeds and, if fraternal welfare
demands, to counsel with its members.

A complete line of Building
Material from the cellar
through to the roof

Nimmons-Adams
Lumber Co.
SENECA, S. C.

Quality-Service-Price
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PHI PSI

Phi Psi, the largest textile fraternity in
the country, was organized at the Philadelphia Textile School in 1903. The fraternity
has grown since that time until at present
there are more than two thousand members
enrolled in eight active chapters and nine
alumni chapters. The Iota chapter at Clemson was granted a charter in April, 1927. It
now has twenty-two active a-nd six honorary
members.
Membership is based on scholastic standing
and character. Many of the highest positions
in the textile industry are held by Phi Psi
men. The fraternity was organized to encourage a high standard in textile work; to
assist the a:dvancement of its members, and
to promote good fellowship among congenial
men of schools and colleges having textlle
departments.

Buy America's Choice Car
THE FORD V-8

Pendleton Motor Co.
PENDLETON, S. C.

Phone 34
Wrecker Service

Repair Shop
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THE FORT HILL DEPOSITORY
Complete Banking Facilities Except
Loans
Fort Hill Federal Savings and
Loan Association
Long term loans at low cost. Savings
plans for monthly investment; all
savings fully insured up to $5,000.00
Dividend rate 4%
Offices in Masonic Building
Clemson, S. C.
For further information see
F. C. ANDERSON
KAPPA A L P H A S IGMA

The local Agronomy Club was admitted to
the American Society of Agronomy in 1935
:md the name of the local C'hapter was
changed to Kappa Alpha Sigma. This
chapter is one of the three chapters of junior
agronomists in the South. The organization
is based on scholastic rating, character, personality, and socia:l standing.
The purposes of Kappa Alpha Sigma
are to familiarize the students with the newest developments in the field of agronomy,
to promote a closer relation between graduates and undergraduates rund professors, to
stimulate more interest in the field, and encourage the further development of agriculture in the South.
G. W. BOOZER.
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ALPHA TAU ALPHA
The Kappa chapter of Alpha Tau Alpha,
national professional agricultural education
fraternity, was Ol'ganized at Clemson in May,
1932, by Herbert J. Rucker, national secre•
tary. Since that time the organization has
expanded and the membership of the locnl
chapter has grown to more than one hundred.
At the present time approximately twentyfive per cent. of the juniors and seniors in
agricultural education are members. The requirements for membership limited to ju~iors
and seniors majoring in agricultural education, are based upon the scholastic standing,
the qualifications of the student as an agri culture teacher and prospective leader in a
rural community, and upon the personality
of the individual.
The faculty and graduate membership is
limited to those who are teachers of agri•
culture, teacher tririners in agriculture, and
to those agricultural and educational leaders
who are promoting the profes ion in the
field.
The fraternity seeks to bring together and
cultivate a closer relationship between the
faculty and the students, and to promote
activities in its field.
MU BETA PSI
The Mu Beta Psi is a national honorary
musical fraternity, the purpose or which is
to promote better fellowship among the mem•
hers of the various musical organizations of
Clemson and musicians of other colleges. The
members of this fraternity a-re men who have
served two years with distinction in some
recognized musical organization.
It is the purpose of this fraternity to pro,
mote music to its proper place as an educational subject.
Early in 1037, Clemson became the Delta
chapter of the national organization.
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TIGER BROTHERHOOD
Ti1i:er Brotherhood is a local honorary fraternity orgnnizetl in I !l28 for the purposes of
fostering student-faculty relations of initiating and maintaining a higher standard or
ethics, and of raising the moral status of the
corps. Membership is therefore ba'Sed upon
character, service, and scholastic standing.
The membership is limited within the classes.
Meetings are bi -monthly. The activities of
the club include sponsoring talks by prominent speakers, social activities, and many
constructive projects.
The fraternity has undergone a distinct
metamorphosis in its growth. Originally It was
open to any man who swore to uphold the
code of ethics. As the increasing size of the
student body made this prohibitive, membership was limited to the outstanding leaders of
each class. This form of organization was
later changed to the present form which includes a secret ritua'l of initiation, a symbolic
key, and several other secret features.
T. R. BAINBRIDGE, President.

THE ATHANOR
The Alhanor is the local chemical fraternity
organized in 1931 by the members of the
class of 1934. It endeavors to promote higher
scholarship, social interest, and a spirit of
friendship and service amoni, those stndents
whose major interests lie rn the field of
chemistry. Membership is based primarily on
scolarship, character, personality, and social
standing.
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BLOCK "C" CLUB

The Block "C" Club is composed of Clemson men that have met the requirements of
the Athletic Association and the Athletic
Council. Each member upon entering the
clnb is awairded a Block "C" sweater for the
particulair sport in which he made his letter.
The Block "C" Club is one of the most outstanding

organizations

on

the

Clem~on

campus, and has the distinction of having
as its members some of the outstanding sturlents of Clemson College and some of the
South's best athletes.
THE MINOR "C" CLUB

The lllinor "C" Club was organized in 1036
for the purpose of promoting congeniality
and friendship among the men who have been
awarded minor letters. It is a young ori:anization but is rapidly becoming recognized
by the cadets and faculty as an outstanding
club.
The requirements for membership are that
one be at least a sophomore in scholastic
standing and has been an nctive participant
on either U1e rifle team, swimming team, or

tennis te,m.
eligible.

The cheer leaders arc

a-lso

C. L. VAUGHN, Presiuent.
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JUNIOR STAFF CLUB
The Junior Staff Club was organized In
September, 1937. Membership is composed of
the master sergeants, staff sergeants and
color sergeants. The purpose of the club is
to create and maintain a: feeling of frienclship :rnd understancling among the members, as well as to offer them a means of solving their mutual problems together.
THE FIRST SERGEANTS CLUB
The First Sergeants Club wa,9 organized to
discuss problems arising from time to time
among the first sergeants. As indicated by
its name, the club is composed entirely of
first sergeants. It serves to promote friendly
relations among the first sergeants and to
keep the discipline uniform throughout the
whole school. The club tries to promote more
pronounced "esprit de corps", and it is with
this purpose always in view that its activity
is directed.

Ballenger Motor Co.
Chrysler-Plymouth
International Trucks
SALES AND SERVICE
Seneca, S. C.

Phone 230 .
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A. S. M. E.

The local chapter of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers is a branch of the
national organization. It is opera1:ed by student officials under the supervision of a
faculty advisor.
Membership is composed of Junior and
Senior Mechanical Engineers. Meetings are
held twice a month in Riggs Hall at a time
set by the student members.
THE A. S. C. E.

The American Society of Civil Engineers is
the oldest engineering society in America.
Esta:blished in 1852, as a means of advanclng
the engineering profession, it has progressed
to take its present position among the outstanding professional societies in America.
It derives its members from Civil Engineering classes. The object of the society is to
give the members experience in public speaking and to familiarize the students with the
current developments in civil engineering.
A. I. E. E.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the national organization representing the electrica:I engineering profession, was
founded in 1884, and has as its objects the
advancement of the theory and practice of
electrical engineering and of the allied arts
and sciences, the maintenance of a high professional standing among its members and
the development of the individual engineer.
The Clemson College branch functions as
an instrument under the auspices of the institute for aiding in the development of the
latent abilities of students, primarily by affording opportunities for them to carry on
activities quite similar in nature to those
which are canied on by the institute
members.
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THE DAIRY CLU B

One or Clemson's foremost departmental
organizations, the Dmry Club ls an entlmslastlc group or ~tudents who gather twice
monthly to listen to and engage in topics
relative to the severa,I dairy industries.
Usually the programs are presented alternately by the club members and certain
faculty members or distinguished guest
speakers.
Founded in 1922 by Professor B. E. Goodale, who has since acted as its advisor, It has
been continuously active in affording socia!l
contacts, declamatory training, development
of cooperative spirit, and associations with
technical students of varying advancement
to its members.
Students desirous of actively participating
in club functions irre welcomed as members.
A. S. A. E.

The American Society of Agricultural Engineers is a1 national organization, having
student chapters in many land-grant colleges
of the country. The object of this society is
to promote the interest of students majoring
in agricultural engineering at Clemson, and
to keep its members well acquainted with the
present developments in this field.
The aims a student branch of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
are to develop leadership, to create a closer
relationship between students and faculty, to
provide for social, athletic, and other activities, and to create a better and broader understanding of agricultural engineering.
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THE BLOCK AND BRIDLE CLUB

The Block and Bridle Club is a nationally
known organization, organized !or the purpose of promoting and maintaining interest
in livestock and livestock production among
agricultural students in the State colleges.
It is the aim of the club to promote interest
in intercollegiate judging contests by presenting suitable prizes; to bring about a
closer relationship among the men pursuing
some r,hase of animal husbandry as a profession; nnd to promote a: higher scholastic
standard among these men.

The club holds its meetings semi-annually.
Programs consist of talks by students, extension workers, department o !agriculture
workers, and faculty members on topics re•
lated to livestock and llve~tock production.
All animal men and animal lovers are urged
to join with us.

Daniel Construction
Company, Inc.
Builders of
CLEMSON'S NEW TEXTILE
BUILDING
Anderson, S. C.
Birmingham, Ala.
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SIGMA PHI

Sigma Phi is one of the oldest of the fra•
ternal organizations on the Clemson campus.
It was organized to promote a friendly spirit
and feeling of brotherhood among its members. Membership is limited to men of outstanding leadership in all pha-ses of the college curriculum.
4-H CLUB

The first 4-H Club for college boys in this
State was organized at Clemson in 1930. Due
to the interest of the many students now at
Clemson in an organization of this type, it
was decided by this group to try in some way
to stimulate and keep alive the spirit of the
club. It is with the aid of club agents and
extension men that this end is accomplished.
Each year the boys attend an intercollegiate
4-H Club meeting in July at Camp Long in
Aiken.
The object of the club is to further the
interest in 4--H activities, to foster leadership
among members, communities, the State, and
the nation. All former 4-H clubsters who are
now in college are eligible for membership.
THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB

The International Relations Club is an in•
ternational organization sponsored and en·
clawed by the Carnegie Endowment for In•
ternational Peace. Its chief purpose is to
study and discuss national and international
problt'ms. Membership is limited to 20, and
the members must have a grade point ratio
of 4.5 and maintain it throughout their membership as students. The club offers associate
memberships to those who are interested but
whose scholastic standing will not allow
them to become members.
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THE

BAND

The college band is composed entirely of
Cadets. A capable student conductor, whose
duty is to conduct the band in its concerts
and practices, is provided by the college. The
Ctrdet officers of the band provide the necessary military discipline and training.
The band is a valuable part of the militarr
organization, playing for all parades and reviews, and for any other formation designated by the Commandant. It also plays for
special college affairs and athletic events, and
makes frequent trips to various towns in
South Carolina and neighboring states to
pwrticipate in various events.
The band occupies one entire unit of the
new barracks, with accommodations for one
hundred men. In the basement are located
practice and club rooms.
Last year, the band was divided into three
parts: A concert band of forty-five pieces,
made up of the best musicians in the organization; the junior band consisting of
fifty-five pieces, made up of those who are
less profficient and who need further training; and the parade band, consisting of the
entire one hundred men.
Director: G. H. BARNE'ITE.
THE GLEE CLUB

The Glee Club was organized at Clemson
in the fall of 1937, membership consisting
of forty cadets representing all four classes.
During the year the club made numerous
trips, both to distant parts of the Stale 11:nd
to schools near Clemson; rrs well as participating in many events on the campu~.
The purpose of the Glee Club is to give ~tudents who enjoy choral work the opportunity
to participate in such activities. Even one
Interested in music is urged to try for the
club.
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THE PRE-MED CLUB

A relalivelr new organization 011 the Clemson cn111pus, the l'rc-Med Club, was organized
for the purpose of promoling actin~ interest
in snch subjects as will be of value to the
student in medical school ~nd in later profes,iional life.
All l're-.Metlical seniors are eligible for
membership in the club. Ea.ch year two
sophomores and two juniors who have made
outstanding records are taken in.
Dr. Milford, the college surgeon, lends his
able guidance and influence to the club in
securing prominent speakers and in preparing intere ting and educational programs.

Dixie Home Stores
SOUTH CAROLINA'S OWN
CHAIN

Headquarters

Greenville, S. C.
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WEAVING AND DESIGNING CLUB

The Wem,ing and Des igning Club was organized at Clemson in 193,1 by the faculty
and students of wea,vi11g and designing. Its
purpose is to furU1er improve the textile
course of weaving and designing through
new and better subjects and through a more
congenial 1·elationship between faculty and
students. The club endeavors to bring to its
members a clearer understa11ding of the textile industry through field trips and round
table discussions led by Clemson men now
working in textile plants.
Membership is open to the faculty of weaving and designing and to the students of the
textile school who are majoring in weaving
and designing.

Ballenger Hardware Co.
Seneca, S. C.

Serving the Public for 34 Years
Solicits Your Consideration
Sporting Goods, Glass and China
Cutlery
Paints, Builders' Hardware
G. E. Refrigeration and Radios

Phone 6

Seneca, S. C.
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H. N. RIVENBARK

President, Central
Dance Association

THE CENTRAL DANCE ASSOCIATION

Since its orga:oization in the fall of 1932,
the Central Dance Association has brought
about a system of supervised dances on the
Clemson campus. A nonprofiteering basis is
the keynote of all dances conducted by this
association; the accounts are accessible to any
Cadet who wishes to consult them at any
time. Its members consist of ten members of
lhe senior class selected by the outgoing C.
D. A. and appointed by the Commandant.
Tbe advantages of such an organization
are quite apparent, for it has brought about
lower dance prices, brought bigger orchestrll'S
to the college, and has made Clemson known
throughout the South as a mecca for social
gatherings, both formal
and informal.
Through the medium of the C. D. A. the
dances are kept on a higher level, confusion
is avoided, a:nd small organizations without
sufficient funds to back a dance are given a
chance to share in the funds derived from
this source. The system has proved to be of
great service to both the students and the
faculty.
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THE MINARETS

The members of the Architectural class
of 1923 first organized this architectural society nt Clemson ancl callecl it the Minaret
Club. Since that time the name h,l's liccn
altered somewhat and is now ''The i\linarels.~-

The requirements for membership are more
clifficult, and effort has been macle to make
this the nucleus for a• national architectural
fraternity. The club offers a medium of creation for friendship, co-operation with the
faculty, and a wide range of extra-curricular
activities together with beneficial social functions throughout the school year, which
greatly aid the architectural student.
The Minqrets are responsible for some of
the art exhibits that come to Clem on ancl
are the "cogs in the wheel" in aiding the
depaitment with the well-known Engineering
Architectural Day which takes place in the
early spring of the oclcl years. The chief
a'Ild sole purpose of the club is to enable each
member to grasp the opportunity to better
himself socially in the field of architecture
by the outside contacts that are not available in our daily curriculum but which are
so sponsored by the club.
SIG MA TAU EPSILON

Sigma Tau Epsilon is a local honorary
scholastic General Science fraternity founded
at Clemson in 1934.
The purpose of the organization is to establish and develop higher stanchl'rds of
scholarship, charncter, and a spirit of fel lowship among its members; to create and
bind together a body of outstanding men
who by scholarly attainment and mnin tenwnce of high ethical ideals have achieved
distinction.
Its members are selected from the top
members in the Junior and Senior Clus.qes.
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GAMMA ALPHA MU

Gamma Alpha Mu is one of the youngest
fraternities on the campus, being orga nized
in tile fall of 1934. This organization is an
Honor English Fraternity for writers · a nd is
sponsored by Octavus Roy Cohen, nationally
fa·med writer and ed ucator. Gamma Alpha
l\lu is rapidly gaining its place among the
leading organizations of the campus, but beca use of the strict entr ance req uirements the
enrollment of the society is still very small.
All students arc eli gibl e for trying for
memhcrship in t he fraternity and are urged
lo suh mit manuscripts for entrance tryouts
early. All nrn:n uscripts submitted are judged
so lel r by 0clavus Roy Cohen, and he deterrn i nes whether they show enough talent
fo1· the sturlcnt lo be eligible for membership. Students desi rin g to try out for membership may send in manuscripts on any
of the following: poetry, fiction, short stories,
belles lettres, or prose.

THE PROBLEM of
PROPER SANITATION and
MAINTENANCE OF FLOORS
IS BEST SOLVED
THROUGH THE REGULAR USE
of
WEST GUARANTEED PRODUCTS

West Disinfecting
Company
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Send for Booklet
" THE SCOPE OF SANITATION"
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SENIOR PLATOON

The Clemson Senior Platoon plays an important part in the military life at Clemson through the reputation it has attained
in the pa-st few years for its many popular
exhibitions at football games and other spectacles throughout the Southeast. Although
specializing in intricate fancy-drill movements, the unit placed second in straight
order drill in the Fourth Corps Area eliminations at Fort McClellan, Alabama, last
summer.

Last year's crack outfit was headed by
Cadet Colonel W. R. Cheves of Savannah,
and ga'Ve splendid performances in New Orleans, Gaffney, Greenville, Atlanta, Fort Mo,
Clellan, and Athens, as well as several local
appearances.
Membership in the platoon is entirely voluntary, but is restricted to those Cadets in
the senior class .

Natural Flavor, Natural Color
ORANGE CRUSH

Belton Bottling Co.
Incorporated 1905
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THE CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY

The Calhoun Literary Society, founded
for the purpose of acquainting Clemson students with some knowledge of public sperrking and parliamentary procedure, has for the
past decade been an active force in a move.
ment designed to promote forensic activities.
Through participation in soc iety work ,
n1embers acq uire a n assurance of manne r,
poise and self-expression, which offers sharp
contrast to their original embarrassmen t a nd
con fu sion before a udi ences. The training is
a n inva lu able asset while at school and after
grad umion.
By injecting a certain a mount of infor•
mality into the meeting , by the use of pleas•
ing innovation s nch as the Impromptu Speech
Box, by the pre entation of s hort plays, and
by the introduction of the hara ngue, the so•
ciety is setting new sta nd ards for liter a ry
society work and is fully accomplishing the
purpose for which it wrrs founded. The Cal•
houn Literary Society in conjunction with
the Palmetto Literary Society, holds a combined membership in the South Carolina
Oratorical Association .
PALMETTO

LITERARY SOCIETY

The Palmetto Litera:ry Society was es·
tablished at Clemso n College in order to promote ski ll in public speaking a nd public
reading, . and to develop a more general
interest 111 these accom!).iishments throughout
lhe stud e nt body. It aims to fa miliarize the
student w ith a ll phases of pa rliamentary
procedure by rrffording experience in speak.
in;:, debating, and oratory. At no time has
joining a literary society been compulsory,
but all students who are awkward or abashed
before a crowd a re urged to join so that
they may overcome this hand ica p.

Compliments of

BALENTINE'S
"Aristocratic Pigs"
MEAT, SAUSAGE, BACON

"South Carolina's Own
Meat Packers"
Greenville, S. C.

COMPLIMENTS

The Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co.
223 Ivy Street

Atlanta, Georgia
Billiards

Bowling

BOOK VI
•
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ATHLETICS AT CLEMSON

It's been a long, hard and slow climb, but
the Tigers of Clemson are making the grade.
When Athletic Director and Head Coach Jess
Neely picked up the athletic reins at Clemson in the fall of 1931, he inherited virtuirlly
nothing in the way of athletic nrnterial and
even less in the way of capital on which to
work.
Without hurry or haste and with the splendid cooperation and patience of Clemson
alumni- two virtues of which Clemson men
may be most proud-Jess Neely has elevated
Clemson 8'.thletic teams from their position of
Southern doormat to one of the fearea athletic powers of this section. No longer do the
Tigers admit defeat at the hands of the
larger Southern Universities before the first
whistle. The inferiority complex that plagued
Clemson teams of past yeirrs is no longer
evident on the Tigertown campus.
The following statement is not merely an
idle boast to be paraded before prospective
high school students. The doubtful may check
the records: Football, basketball, boxing,
track or baseball is not overly stressed in
Clemson's athletic setup; the Clemson coaches
emphasize scholastic grades and preparation
for the individual's life work after college
athletics are but pleasant memories.
On the sports program at Clemson are the
following activities: Football, basketball, boxing,

track, baseball, tennis, swimming, golf

and rifle team. Monogram sweaters and Block
Cs are awarded in these sports. The intra-mural program includes: Touch football,
basketball, boxing, softball, track, tennis,

swimming, golf, ping-pong, badminton, soccer,

duckpins and volley ball.

ATHLETICS

JESS NEELY
HP~Wl

rn~t"h
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FOOTBALL
Not so many years ago Clemson wrrs the
South's football "cousin." In athletics a
"cousin" is an easy opponent. Today Clemson
is one of Dixie's most respected football
teams. The Tiger ' football followers have
seen their schedules toughen up cons id era bly
since Head Coach Jess Neely sta,ted directing the football fortunes here. Such teams as
Duke, Alabama, Tulane, Georgia Tech, Georgia, Kentucky, Florida, West Point and Tennessee have appeared on the fall's list of
events with increasing regularity.
Eirch year Clemson holds its own against
~ucl1 team ~ more and more convincingly. During the fall of 1937 the Tigers broke exactly
even on a schedule pitting them against P.
C., Tulane, Army, Georgia, South Carolina,
Wake Forest, Georgia Tech, Florida and
Furman. Clemson won four, lost four and
tied one. Those teams are pretty fast company.
This year, with Charlie Woods, All-Southern
Conference center from Savannah, captaining the team, Clemson goes against P. C., Tulane, Tennessee, V. M. I., South Carolina,
Wake Forest, George Washington, Kentucky
and Furman in that order. They are still in
pretty fast compan),.
The 1938 football prospects are encouraging.
SLxteen
lettermen--Capta.in
Charlie
Woods, Alternate Captain Curtis Pennington,
Gus Goins, Carl Black, Joe Payne, Walter
Okurowski, Herbert Miller, Ralph Simmons,
Bob Bailey, Don Willis, Watson Magee, Ben
Pearson, Loyel! Bryant, B,wks McFadden,
Dan Coleman and Bru Trexler-will be back
to form the backbone o( the team . When the
~eason opens Coach Neely and his assistants
will initiate a diligent search for two guards
and a tackle. If they find them, Clemson may
be expected to cause quite a bit of comment
among America's football public.
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BILL CASON
Captain, Boxing Team
BOXING

Clemson's first Southern Conference championship team in more
years than most of us
like to remember battered out a decisive victory over the remainder of the field at College Park, Maryland, last year and Coach
Bob Jones' Boxing Bengals returned to Clemson with the priceless Conference crown.
Four victories, one loss and a tie was the
1938 record, plus the Conference title. The
Maryland tournament saw Captain Russell
Dorn as winner of the Senior Welterweight
championship for the second consecutive year
and elevated sophomore Harvey Ferguson
to the light-heavyweight throne.
Later in the year Coa:ch Jones took Dorn,
"Ripper" Murray, featl1erweight, and middleweight Bill Cason to the National Intercollegiate Boxing tournament at the University of Virginia. Murray, one of the
Southland's better featherweight fighters, advanced to the fina·ls, eventually dropping the
decision to Southern Conference champion
Benny Apperstein, of the University of
Maryland.
Boxing has definitely become a major sport
at Clems.on. Crowds ranging from two to
iliree thousand flock to Clemson for the winter specials, featuring an evening of both
basketball and boxing.
Bill Cason, of Saivannah, has been elected
captain of the Clemson boxers for tlie 1939
season and prospects are bright for another
outstanding team.
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BASKETBALL
Basketball at Clemson is under the direction of Coach Joe Davis, assisted by Freshman Coach Bill Dillard . Playing a representa1:ive schedule and yearly bringing several
outstanding teams to the Clemson field house,
the Bengal Basketeers offer half of the winter's athletic excitement.
•
Last winter, captained by Bob Cheves, of
Savannah, the Tigers turned in one of Clemson's most successful court campaigns. The
season opened with a decisive Clemson victory over the University of Tennessee, a major power in Southeastern Conference circles. From that start the Bengals moved on to
an excellent season of fourteen wins and six
losses during the regular playing season.
The Tiger really bared his fangs and went
to work when Coach Davis entered his boys
in the Southern Conference basketbal l tourrnrment at Raleigh. The first afternoon the Uni
versity of Richmond fell before the Bengals;
next day a strongly favored Washington and
Lee team bit the dust at Clemson's expense
and in a brilliantly played game Duke Uni
versity downed the Tigers 40 to 80 for the
Conference cha-mpionship.
It was a banner year for Clemson as Banks
McFadden, a great sophomore prospect, leel
the Tigers' scoring and, along with Eel
Kitchens, was elected to an All-Southern Conference first team position . Playing major
parts in the ca.mpa-ign were Captain Cheves,
w ·atson Magee, Jack Br)'ce, Gene Flathman
and Bob Moorman.
Clemson loses Cheves and Kitchens this
year by graduation, but a promising group
of freshman-including Lancaster, Abee.
Buchanirn, the Cokley twins, and Stearnsbrighten prospects somewhat for the coming year.
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BASEBALL AND TRACK
Baseball and track, coached by Jess Neely
and Frank Howard respectively, .:rre not exactly in their heyday at Clemson. Baseball material has been rather "scarce" the
past four years and outstanding track men
come a<long only once in a great while. Since
the graduation of Mac Folger and Bob Carter, Clemson's hurdling twins of three years
back. the Tig-ers have not flashed a prospective track champion, unless it be Banks McFadden of the 1938 team.
McFadden progressed successively from a
football lul'lfback, to a basketball center to a
track hurdler, broad jumper, high jumper,
<liscus thrower, and shot putter and promises
to develop into an outsandlng track and field
man. Captain Ed Kitchens, quarter miler and
relay man, has been a consistent point getter
the p,:rst three years and the Bengals suffered
by his graduation last June.
In South Carolina track competition, Clemson has been "tops" for the past four years.
In 1934 Clemson tied with South Carolina for
the State championship; the last three years
tile championship came tu Clemson.
In a futile effort to start his men "belting
the horsehide" Coach Jess Neely even moved
the baseball diamond to the other end of
Riggs field, but with little results. The material just hasn't been there but the Tigers
have been in there fighting, winning their
share of the games but by no means setting
the S. C. Collegiate league on fire. A fine
freshman temn during the spring of 1938,
however, leads the baseball fans hereabouts
to feel that something better is in the air for
the diamond campaign of 1939.
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CHARLIE WOODS
Captain, Football
Team

U~ FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

September 17- Presbyterian at Clemson.
September 24-Tulane at New Orleans.
October 1-Tennessee at Knoxville.
October 8-V. M. I. (place undecided).
October 20- S. C. at Columbia (Slate Fa:ir).
October 29-Wake Forest at Charlotte (or
Wake Forest).
November 5-George 'Washington at '.Vashington, D. C.
November 12-Kentucky at Lexington.
November 24-Furman at Clemson (Thanksgiving).
ATHLETIC

DIRECTION

Athletics at Clemson are governed by the
faculty Athletic Council of which Dr. Lee W.
Milford is chairman. Clemson's coaching staff
consists of: Head football and baseball coach
Jess Neely; Football end coach, bal!kelbnll
coach and freshman baseball coach Joe Da'Vis;
football line coach and track coach, Frank
Howard; football backfield coach, Covington
McMillan; Freshman footbfllll and varsity
boxing coach, Bob Jones; freshman footba 11
assistant and freshman basketball and track
coach, Bill Dillard.
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MINOR SPORTS

Tennis, swimming, golf and the rifle team
are the minor sports at Clemson. These four
teams play representative schedules among
Southern teams not too far distant from
Clemson. Tennis is under the direction of
Coach Hoke Sloan; Coach P. B. Holtzendorlf
directs the swimmers; Coach Bob Jones instructs the golfers and Major Russell Walthour directs the rifle team.
All of Clemson's home golf matches are
played on the beautiful Boscobel Lake Course
nea:r here; the tennis team has the use of
six new courts completed last year; the
swimmers hold their practices and meets in
the Y. M. C. A. pool and Major Walthour's
marksmen fire away at targets on Clemson's
rifle range.
SWIMMING
P. 8. Holtzendorff, Jr., Coach

A strong squad turned out for the winter
swimming meets the past season. After much
practice and several practice meets, the swimmers were found to be particularly strong in
the distaince races but rather weak in the
dnshes and in diving.
After winning meets against P. C., Emory
University, and Tennessee, the tankmen won
the State meet, held at Clemson.
The team, headed by Captain Dick Farmer,
had several outstanding performers. Benton
Young won every backstroke race; Don
Hutchinson and J. S. Ehrhardt showed up
well in the distance races. Clif Horner on
the dashes and John McKnight on the breaststroke accounted for many points. The medley
relay team composed of Young, McKnight
and Horner was undefeated swimming the
300-yd. event in Southern Conference record
time. New State records were set in the 150yd. backstroke and the 200-yd. backstroke.

,..
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TENNIS
Hoke Sloan, Coach

The Tiger netmen took to the newly constructed courts with a vim and proved themselves worthy of State notice.
Opening of the new courts gave the team
an opportunity to get well-needed practice
and also provided a place for recreation for
many other members of the corps.
With Mitchell ,rnd Campbell as the mainstays, the team, aided by several sophomores,
scored a string of victories in the State.
THE RIFLE TEAM
Major R. F. Walthour, Coach

The 1938 rifle team, under the supervision
of Major Walthour, closed a successful sear
son in March with a double victory by defeating both the Marine team and the Citadel
team in a close shoulder-to-shoulder match
in Cha'rleston.
Instead of the many postal matches tha.t
had been fired in previous years, the l9a8
team endeavored to fire more shoulder-toshoulder matches, thereby making the competition much more exciting and shortening
the long season to some extent.
The following awards were presented at the
close of the season: Minor "Cs" to nine eli·
gible candida'tes, team keys to all members of
the team, and a gold medal to the rifleman
with the highest total score for the season.
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TIGER RAH!!

Tiger Rah! Tiger Rah!
We will fight, fight, fight, for every yard,
We'll hit 'em high-low
Rip 'em up and tear 'em clown,
Rock 'em, sock 'en1, root 'e1n, ride 'em, rout
'em.

Tiger Rah! Tiger Rah!
Clemson's on the warpath
Bang-Hi!
Here's to the team behind the Purple and
the Orange
Hail! Hail! Hail! the Clemson gang.
-"MusrCAL Eo" FREEMAN,
Class '22.
INTRAMURALS

Intramural sports hit a new high last year
with over twelve hundred boys taking part
in one or more of the five pri ncip:rl sports
offered to the corps by the "Y."
During the winter months, volley ball,
swimming, and basketball kept the companies
vying for honors. Spring gave place to soft.
ball and all members of the corps took part
in the game.
Many other minor sports were enjoyed by
the Cadets. Badminton, bowling, ping pong,
and track tournaments gaive an opportunity
for every Cadet to participate in his favorite sport.
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A TRUE SPORTSMAN
1. Will consider all athletic opponents a-s

guests and treat them with all the courtesy
due friends and guests.
2. Will accept all decisions of officials without question.
3. Will never hiss or boo a player or
official.
4. Will never utter abusive, irritnting remarks from the sidelines.
5. Will always applaud opponents when
they make good plays or show good sportsmansbjp,
6. Will never attempt to rattle an opposing player, such as a pitcher in a baseball
game, or a player attempting to make a free
throw in a. basketball game.
7. Will seek to win by fair nnd lnwful
means, according to the rules of the game.
8. Will love the game for its own sake and
not for what winning may bring him.
o. Will "do unto others rrs he would have
them do unto him."
10. Will "win without boasting and lose
without excuses."
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TRADE

The firms which advertised in this book made it
possible.
Show them you appreciate it.

Trade with Them

